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ABSTRACT
The object of this study is to analyze the meanings
inherent in bathing suits produced between 1950 and 1980.
This study aims to use these messages to explicate the
simultaneous occurrence of superficial change and underlying
stability, the two levels of the fashion system.
This study draws from three groups of primary evidence:
material bathing suits, popular literature and photographs.
A three-decade summation of bathing-suit history acts as an
outline of the first level of the fashion system and
provides the basis for a subsequent analysis of the fashion
system's second level. The analysis looks first at the form
and material of bathing suits from two museum collections,
second and third at the textual and pictorial portrayal
bathing suits in popular literature and photographs.
This study determines that bathing suits function as
tangible forms of cultural constructs and, by extension,
promote societal stability.
It finds that constructs are
dichotomies played out on the human body which, in turn,
represent the societal body.
These dichotomies are first
gender (masculine and feminine), then sexuality (virgin and
vamp), ethnicity (white and black) and age (young and old).
This study concludes that the two levels of the fashion
system explain how superficial change and underlying
stability operate within the larger American society.

x

THE EXPRESSION OF CULTURAL CONSTRUCTS AND TABOOS
THROUGH WOMEN'S BATHING SUITS# 1950 TO 1980

Introduction

On Coney Island in the summer of 1903, women clad in
short-sleeve, mid-calf bathing garments kick playfully at
the surf, pose with their male companions or stand
sedately.1

On a New Jersey beach in May 1961, a woman

wearing a two-piece suit sprawls on the sand while another
woman clad in a skirted one-piece motions to someone playing
in the ocean.2

At the College of William and Mary in 1975,

six members of the synchronized swim team called the
Mermettes form a "wagon train" wearing one-piece suits and
bathing caps.3

Regardless of the time and place, each

woman wears a bathing suit embodying the cultural messages
of the fashion system.
In the following four chapters, this study will discuss
both levels of the fashion system:

the superficial change

of bathing-suit fashion between 1950 and 1980 and the
stability of cultural constructs which underlie superficial
societal change.
theoretical.

The chapters move from the concrete to

The first chapter outlines the materials and

methods used to understand both change and stability.

The

second documents the history of bathing-suit fashion change
from 1950 to 1980, while the third discourses on the
2

Illustration I
Bathers frolicking at Coney Island at the turn of the
twentieth century.
John F. Kasson, Amusing the Million: Coney Island at the
Turn of the Century.
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Illustration II
Beach scenes from Atlantic City during the Democratic
National Convention on 2 May 1961. .
Prints & Photographs Division, Library of Congress,
Washington D.C.
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Illustration III
The Mermettes, the synchronized swimming team of the College
of William and Mary.
Colonial Echo. The College of William and Mary Yearbook,
1975.
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in A d a ir p o o l.
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function of bathing suits.

The final chapter, which

concerns taboo as it relates to bathing suits, links
superficial concrete change to underlying cultural
stability.
Chapter One lays out this study's method of analysis
and argument, which sets the stage for the following three
chapters.

The three groups of primary evidence consist of

material bathing suits, popular literature and photographs,
and are the main focus of the analysis.

They reveal the

meanings encoded in women's bathing suits, which are then
framed by the theories played out in this study.

The

central argument draws from the evidence and, subsequently,
the fashion system.

The fashion system, in turn, bisects

the levels of meaning embodied in bathing suits into
superficial change and underlying stability.

In doing so,

the chapter outlines each level and the symbiotic
relationship between them.
Chapter Two outlines the history of bathing-suit
fashion and the ideal woman between 1950 and 1980. It thus
lays out the basics of bathing-suit history from which the
more in-depth analysis in the following two chapters draw.
The first and most obvious level of the fashion system —
superficial change —

is at work in Chapter Two.

Four major

fashion changes, roughly once every six to eight years,
occurred within the thirty-year period.

Because the ideal

woman changed to fit the fashionable bathing suit, the ideal

4

woman also changed four times during the three decades.
Bathing-suit fashions are divided into two segments.

The

first consists of styles representative of the given fashion
era, and the second, the materials most commonly used.
Three major factors contribute to the ideal woman:

body

type, ethnicity and age.
The third chapter looks beyond the first level of the
fashion system and examines the function of bathing suits
within a western consumer culture.

This chapter looks at

how material suits, popular literature and photographs
define function, and how these definitions coincide or, more
commonly, conflict with function as a social theory.

The

messages encoded in bathing suits override the popular
rhetoric of function and suggest that bathing suits function
as material forms of underlying societal stability.
Chapter Four elaborates on the definition of bathingsuit function as established in the third chapter.

The

fourth chapter investigates the messages of societal
stability expressed through bathing suits.

It concludes

that bathing suits, as a tangible form of gender constructs,
embody bodily taboos stemming from gender dichotomies which,
in turn, make up gender constructs.

The human body in which

taboos and dichotomies manifest themselves symbolizes the
societal body.
absolute taboos.

The taboos are divided into quasi and
The dichotomies stem from gender, then

from sexuality, ethnicity and age.

5
The chapters offer successive interpretations of
women's bathing suits between 1950 and 1980.

By

contextualizing seemingly frivolous objects, the chapters
composing this study reveal the cultural messages encoded in
bathing suits.

Taken together, the four chapters make clear

what suits worn by Coney Island visitors, Atlantic City
beach-goers and a members of a synchronized swim team
suggest about societal stability.

Chapter One
In the beginning there was water, and over the next
couple of billion years, God proceeded to create fish,
fowl, man, woman, the beach, the flannel bathing gown,
the one-piece woolen swimsuit, the two-piece Lastex
suit, the shoestring bikini, the see-through mesh suit
and Cheryl Tiegs.4
In 1989, Sports Illustrated thus facetiously summed up
bathing-suit history in its twenty-fifth anniversary
swimsuit issue.

This article was intended not as a history

of bathing suits, but as a tribute to the popular annual
issue.

However, such articles found in a variety of widely-

read magazines may be pieced together to form a history
lesson of sorts.

Like other magazines, Sports Illustrated

not only chronicles changing bathing-suit styles, but also
showcases a material culture form perceived simultaneously
as necessary and frivolous.

The consistent proliferation of

articles concerning bathing-suit styles attests to the
necessity of bathing suits as part of American culture.

The

bantering tone such articles employ exemplifies the attitude
commonly associated with bathing suits.

The articles imply

that bathing suits, as objects usually associated with
women, are not worthy of serious study.
It seems ironic that the representative dismissal of
bathing suits comes from Sports Illustrated, a proponent of
women both as competitive swimmers and as swimsuit models.
6

Illustration IV
Cheryl Tiegs, the ubiquitous cover girl of the 1970s, posed
in several tropical locales.
Sports I1lustrated, January 1978.
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At the same time, such a dismissal is appropriate.

While

this magazine acknowledges women athletes only in occasional
articles, it focuses an annual and infamous "swimsuit issue"
on frolicking, scantily-swimsuited models.

The

superficiality of the magazine's banter implies that the
bathing suits themselves were superficial, barely concealing
the bodily segments they featured.

While long on coy

commentary about bathing-suit styles, materials and models,
Sports Illustrated does not investigate the underlying
meanings of bathing suits.
The following analysis probes further than Sports
Illustrated photojournalists.

Focusing on women's bathing

suits in America from 1950 to 1980, this study is not a
history of bathing-suit fashion within a thirty-year period.
Rather, it looks to three decades of bathing suits to
explain how American society perceives the female body and,
by extension, the analogous societal body.

The analysis

uses anthropologist Mary Douglas' perception of taboo and
structuralist Roland Barthes' theory of semiotics as
methodological aids.

In this role, these theories move the

analysis past superficial bathing-suit descriptions to read
the messages encoded in the suits themselves.

The argument

put forth in this study articulates these messages.
Bathing suits are one of countless groups of objects
which are simultaneously changing and concrete products of
American culture.

They thus embody both the superficial

8

change and the underlying stable cultural constructs of
American society.

In this study, change is concrete, taking

its form in objects, while stability, by itself, has no
tangible form.

If they were not rooted in the stability of

cultural constructs, objects such as bathing suits which
change over time would be a meaningless and random series of
things.

Likewise, if stability did not manifest its meaning

in objects, it would exist only in the imaginations of
individuals.

Because the constructs which maintain

stability would thus have no way to express the collective
imagination of a given culture, the stability binding
individuals into a culture would falter, resulting in a
fractured, badly functioning society.
Change and stability draw meaning from each other,
running along on two levels which are parallel and distinct.
In other words, superficial change, which is exemplified by
women's bathing-suit styles, and underlying stability, which
is embodied in intangible constructs, relate directly to
each other on a common course but remain distinct because
they never intersect.

As a unit, women's bathing suits and

cultural constructs make up the two levels of a fashion
system.5

The first and most obvious level, which consists

of successive styles of bathing suits, has been extensively
documented by costume historians.

These historians have

failed to link fashion change to the second, intangible
level, which roots apparently arbitrary fashion change to

9
the cultural forces which ensure societal stability.

This

study reaches past superficial change and, using the work of
other theoreticians as a framework for a fresh theory,
argues that the stability of cultural constructs is directly
linked to deeply-held societal taboos and that this
stability is apparent in women's bathing suits.
Bathing suits were not arbitrarily chosen to represent
all objects to which this argument may apply.

The popular

Sports Illustrated attitude towards bathing suits points to
the two major reasons bathing suits deserve study:

first,

because they are under-researched and second, because they
are eternally the skimpiest form of socially-condoned
outerwear.

Thus far, only costume historians such as

Claudia Kidwell and Harold Koda, as well as feminist
scholars such as Lois Banner, Naomi Wolf and Susan Faludi
have looked at bathing suits in a scholarly light.

However,

costume historians tend only to document the history of
bathing-suit fashions, and feminists approach bathing suits
from the flip side of material culture.

Instead of

regarding the suits as objects from which they may learn
about American society, feminist authors use them as
examples of a patriarchal, repressive society.
to say that the latter approach is wrong.

This is not

However, it does

little to elevate bathing suits in the regard of many
scholars.
The bathing suit, as a ubiquitously daring clothing

10

form, may be viewed from a synchronic and diachronic
perspective, the two dimensions of Barthes' fashion system.
The history of bathing suits in America has seen two major
turning points.

The first occurred in the mid-eighteenth

century, when many men and women started visiting medicinal
baths, and the second in the 1920s, when large manufactories
began to mass-produce bathing suits and other consumer
goods.

Bathing suits, then, have changed over time along

with other commonly-worn outerwear and undergarments.
During the roughly two-and-a-half centuries of bathingsuit evolution, bathing suits have been the skimpiest, and
often the tightest, items of socially allowable outerwear.6
The term "skimpy" refers not only to how much of the body a
given suit reveals, but also what form of clothing the suit
resembles.

The skimpiness of bathing suits is relative to

the coverage afforded by commonly-worn outerwear and
underwear of a given time.

In 1782 at a beach in Dover,

England, "The Ladies in a morning when they intended to
bathe, put on a long flannel gown under their other clothes,
walk down to the beach, undress themselves to the flannel,
then they walk in as deep as they please...."7

Martha

Washington reputedly wore a blue-and-white checked linen
gown with tight-fitting sleeves, a neckline stopping above
the breasts and a gradually widening body, the bottom of
which probably did not reach past its wearer's knees or
shins.8

11

Compared to contemporary outerwear and underwear, such
gowns are loose and concealing.

But in the late eighteenth

century, these forms of outerwear would have been considered
scanty beyond the beach.

Indeed, such outerwear resembled

women's underwear more closely than it did other outer
garments of that time.

Women's outerwear of the 1780s

accentuated a small waist, breasts often pushed into a broad
decollatage, and prominent hips and bustle.

Other exposed

areas included the forearms and, in the case of the short
polonese fashionable in England between 1770 and 1785, the
ankles.9
Interestingly enough, the bathing gown failed to
emphasize these bodily portions.
common undergarment, the chemise.

Rather, it resembled a
Not only is Washington's

gown comparable to a chemise adapted to bathing,10 but the
women at Dover literally undressed at the water's edge,
shucking their street clothes down to skimpier
undergarments.

While fashion change appears fickle and

arbitrary, and bathing-suit history has undergone two
significant shifts, one major constant has remained intact
from Martha Washington to Cheryl Tiegs:

bathing costumes,

because they resemble underwear more so than outerwear, are
the skimpiest form of acceptable outerwear.

Beginning with

the early twentieth-century mass-production of bathing suits
as popular and fashionable outerwear, nearly every warmweather season hails certain styles as "daring" and almost,

Illustration V
The eighteenth-century polonese emphasized the allure of
exposed ankles.
Cecil and Willet Cunnington Handbook of English Costume in
the Eighteenth Century.

101.
(a) Side view o f short polonese; note on the head basket o f fruit,
ribbons and feathers, w ith banging chignon. (1778.) (b) Long polo
nese, not hitched up. Long sleeves. Long sash. Embroidered petticoat.
( 1783.)
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but not quite, socially unacceptable.
As outerwear, bathing suits are the most immediate
signifiers of the wearer and of her social system.

As the

most revealing form of outerwear, they are signifiers of
gendered bodily and societal taboos.

The term "gender"

refers to behavioral characteristics associated with the two
sexes.11

Whereas the male and female sexes are

biologically defined, the masculine and feminine genders are
societally defined.

Gender, when applied to taboos, becomes

"inviolable" and "unlawful" and may be practiced only by
persons with particular qualifications; in this case, a
particular sex.

A tabooed object, person or any part

thereof is "Set apart for or consecrated to a special use or
purpose;...forbidden to general use [or] prohibited to a
particular class (esp. to women)."12
While the mid-twentieth-century work of anthropologist
Margaret Mead promotes the association of the term "taboo"
with such regions as Polynesia or New Zealand, taboos abound
within every culture.

Taboos are social manifestations,

created and maintained by the participants of a culture.
Just as taboos are complex and their social weight is
understood by members of their culture, cultures are complex
and overlapping.

All peoples are not separated into

discrete, easily identifiable groups.

Rather, individuals

identify with several groups, or cultures, which run from
small and ideologically specific to larger and increasingly

13
homogenous.

While perhaps most comfortable with others who

subscribe to such religious or political ideologies of the
smallest groups, individuals of the late twentieth century
are linked to others of various cultures through mass
media.13
Countless examples of both individuals and communities
of individuals support the concept of increasingly larger
cultural circles.

These circles are variable, as an

individual does not blindly accept the ideas and ideologies
of her biological ancestors.
identity.

Rather, she constructs her own

Just as a person may favor part of her cultural

background and neglect other parts, so may a person choose
certain bathing suits and the contexts in which she wears
them.

On an individual level, for example, a person who

calls herself a Jewish-American feminist may be
simultaneously considered part of one cultural group based
upon a religious ideology and another group based upon a
political and social ideology.

Because Judaism, like any

religion, is a political and social doctrine as well as a
religious one, these two groups overlap and may conflict.
This individual is a member of many larger cultural groups,
one of which is a community of American women.

American

women, in turn, fit into a larger American culture, which
may be defined simply as a conglomerate of differing beliefs
joined through the common experience of mass media.

This is

not to suggest that all American women react identically to

14
popular literature and film, but that women are at least
aware of its existence and thus share common ground with
other American women and men.14
Taboo and American culture converge in this study, as
illustrated by American women and bathing suits.

The term

"bathing suit," which this study will employ instead of
"swimsuit," also must be clarified at this point.

Both

terms conjure an immediate image of a garment made
acceptable by gendered societal standards of taboo and
aesthetics.

The purpose of this garment, with which most

Americans are probably familiar, is to cover the body before
it is submerged in either the ocean or a pool.

While both

terms lead to the same concept, the activities associated
with them are different.
passive.15

Swimming is active, and bathing is

While popular magazines often promote

"swimsuits," these suits are touted primarily for their
aesthetic qualities and rarely for their ability to allow
the wearer to move quickly through the water.

Since 1964,

Sports Illustrated "swimsuit issue" models have relaxed, not
raced, in exotic locales.

Contrary to the text of many

advertisements and fashion spreads, material and pictorial
evidence suggests that most suits worn by American women
were "bathing" —
or active —

or passive —

suits rather than "swim" —

suits.

The period from 1950 to 1980 neatly encapsulates
bathing suits into a thirty-year span.

These three decades

15
were not chosen at random, and are important for two
reasons.

First, the fashion industry changes major fashions

roughly once or one-and-a-half times a decade, and recycles
major fashion concepts roughly every two decades.

For

example, narrow, straight skirts were fashionable in the
1960s, unfashionable in the 1970s, and again fashionable,
with a few minor modifications, in the 1980s.

Secondly,

this period covers a social and political upheaval affecting
millions of women nationwide.

Between 1950 and 1980, the

popular perception and portrayal of women traveled from the
"feminine mystique" to feminist consciousness-raising to the
era of the career woman to the beginnings of a backlash
against feminism.
The primary materials used in this study stay within
these three decades.
groups:

The evidence may be divided into three

bathing suits from museum collections, popular

magazines and photographs.16

References to material

bathing suits are illustrated in the appendix.

Bathing

suits from museum collections are the first group to be
considered and form the material basis of this analysis.
The two bathing-suit collections used are those of the
Smithsonian Institution and the Valentine Museum.

The

bathing suits in these two collections do not represent all
bathing suits worn by American women over the thirty-year
span.

Other vast resources exist in, for example, the

archives of Jantzen and Cole of California.

Plumbing every

16
bathing suit collection in the nation, had it been possible,
would have been fruitful and informative.

However, the

bathing suits from the Smithsonian and the Valentine
adequately serve to support the argument because, like
textual and photographic evidence, material suits exemplify
both levels of the fashion system.

Because this analysis,

like most studies of material culture, is based on artifacts
as well as written text, the material bathing suits used in
the following chapters are analyzed first but do not carry
more weight than the written sources.

In this study,

bathing suits are first read as texts unto themselves before
written documentation is considered.

The use of these forms

of evidence, different kinds of "texts," does not become
repetitious, as readings of each reveal a rich variety of
information to interpret.
Popular magazines have thousands, if not millions, of
subscribers across the nation and are household names in
themselves.

These magazines may be categorized according to

the audience they target.

Three major audiences are white

women, women and men of color, and all women and men.
Anthropologist Erving Goffman and, to a greater extent,
Ellen McCracken provide a framework in which to characterize
popular magazines.

This study has selected three magazines

to represent the targeted audiences:

Glamour. Jet and

Life.17
In a study of all three types of magazines, Goffman
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argues that gendered roles allow society to proceed
predictably and run smoothly.18

Whereas Goffman's analysis

covers both genders in all popular magazines, McCracken
focuses on the role of women consumers in women's magazines.
In Decoding Women's Magazines from Mademoiselle to Ms.
McCracken bases her argument on Stuart Hall's assertion that
commonly-held ideologies are rooted in a power struggle in
which competing communicators attempt to establish meanings
through pervasive texts.

These meanings then become common

sense to those to whom they have been communicated.
McCracken argues that the primary goal of magazines targeted
at women is to sell commodities.

To do so, McCracken

continues, unchanging negative meanings underlie the
changing superficial editorial content of magazines.

In

other words, magazine advertisements and editorials create
problems and insecurities for women primarily concerning
their attractiveness to men, and then offer products to
solve these fabricated problems.19
Indeed, Glamour. Jet and Life share an underlying
purpose.

Glamour and similar magazines target women between

the ages of eighteen and thirty-four, and use advertisements
and editorial content, which often contradict each other, to
sell commodities and therefore stay in business.

Glamour,

though dissimilar in minor ways from other women's
magazines, is more focused on fashion than Mademoiselle. but
less than Vogue.

Glamour was established in 1939 as Glamour
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in Hollywood and subtitled "For the Girl with a Job."20
Even when its title was shortened, this magazine still
targeted women who had their own spending power.

The focus

on the economic prowess of the consumer and the magazine's
need for supporting advertisers overshadow the editorials'
"neo-feminist" message.21
Jet shares major traits with Essence and other such
popular periodicals aimed at ethnic minorities.

Essence.

produced for African-American women aged 18 to 34, was
founded in 1970 in response to the Civil Rights and Black
Power Movements.

Like Jet, Essence embodies a contradiction

between black nationalism and consumerism.

Its editorial

content promotes African-American heritage, while its
advertising is based upon white standards; most notably, of
beauty.22

Unlike Essence. Jet was founded in 1951 and

targets men as well as women.

Therefore, it may not qualify

as a women's or as a fashion magazine, but spans the thirtyyear period of this analysis.

Possibly the earliest popular

African-American magazine still in circulation in the late
twentieth century, Jet portrays the superficial changes and
underlying stability in the popular perception and portrayal
of African-American women.
Because Jet attempts to sell an image of black
masculinity as well as femininity, its editorial and
advertising content sends a more complex message than does
that of Essence.

Essence implies that consumerism and
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feminine beauty are more important than social issues.

Jet

also implies that social issues take second place to
consumption.

J e t f unlike Essence. promotes consumer

products for both women and men.

Just as consumer products

aimed at women promise to make them more attractive to men,
products aimed at men promise to make them more attractive
to women.

While Jet uses attractive men solely to sell

men's products, it uses beautiful women to appeal both to
women and men.

The beauty of such women draws blatantly

upon white traditions of beauty.

The relationship among

gender, beauty and consumption are illustrated through pin
up girls (found predictably on pages thirty-four and thirtyfive for nearly thirty years), calendar girls and beauty
contestants.
Life, a shorter-lived version of the large-format
photomagazine Look, had a wide national readership by 1950.
Formerly a weekly publication, Life re-emerged as a monthly
magazine which has continued through to the late twentieth
century.

A major difference stands between women's

magazines, the audience for which is limited to a specific
gender and age, and Life, which appeals to a broad adult
readership.

Unlike women's magazines, Life does not depend

on its advertisements, subtly reinforced with select
editorial material, to snare women consumers.

Rather, its

editorial content balances "serious" political and social
issues with "frivolous" updates on such items as the royal
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family or bathing suit innovations.

Life's updates resulted

in titillating women and men with its non-endorsements for
adhesive bikini tops in 1950 and the monokini in 1964.

Such

editorials aimed to make women consider or dismiss the
fashions, and were picture-packed, ostensibly informational
articles for men to peruse.
Photographs, the third source of material discussed in
this study, were taken largely from negatives shot for U.S.
News and World Report.

These unposed photographs portray

primarily beach scenes, with occasional pictures of a pool
or nightclub scene.

Such photographs indicate how much

women actually subscribed to the fashion pushed by idealized
women in popular literature.

On the other hand, the

photographs reflect the photographers' biases, and are thus
not representative of all American women who wore bathing
suits.

The photographers for U.S. News and World Report,

like those for magazines such as Glamour or Jet, strove to
photograph women who, even if they did not represent the
latest vogues, did not stray far from fashionable styles and
body types.

The photographs show few women who are older

than approximately fifty, obviously pregnant, or wearing
blatantly unfashionable bathing suits.
Two theoretical approaches help make sense of the three
groups of evidence and are ultimately useful when framing
the argument of this analysis.

The argument of this study

uses the theories of Mary Douglas as a springboard.

Douglas
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puts forth her ideas on the role of taboo within "primitive"
societies in Purity and Danger:
Concepts of Pollution and Taboo.

The Analysis of the
This study also draws

greatly from John O'Neill's Five Bodies:

The Human Shape of

Modern Society, in which he argues that members of a given
social system anthropomorphize their society.

For the

purpose of this analysis, Douglas' theory of the human body
must be considered in conjunction with O'Neill's discussion
of the societal body.

Together, these theories suggest that

taboos associated with the actual human body may be extended
to apply to the larger analogous societal body.
The societal body is made up of individuals.

In order

that the society operate as a whole, the individuals do not
perform meaningless and random acts.

Rather, they act in

accordance with an established power structure.

This

structure creates a commonality among individuals and,
moreover, order within society.

Societal order is

intangible, as the analogous body is just that —
analogy.

merely an

Material culture scholars, while they disagree

about many issues, concur that objects are physical
manifestations of the intangible ideas of the society which
created them.23

These intangible ideas translate into

cultural constructs, a term requiring definition.

As this

study uses the concept, culture is an organization of a
society's intangible ideas,24 while constructs may be
defined as "[a]n object of perception or thought, formed by
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a combination of present with past sense-impressions.1,25
As the definitions assert, cultural constructs are composed
of intangibles such as "ideas," "perception," "thought," and
"sense-impressions."

A variety of constructs exist, among

them racial, ethic and gender constructs with which most
people deal on a daily basis.

By making constructs

concrete, objects create paths of communication through
which a society's individuals share common constructs and,
ultimately, societal order.

This study will utilize

material culture theory to address gender constructs as they
relate to taboo, which may be perceived through bathing
suits.
Those scholars who agree that objects are an important
subject for study often do not agree on how objects should
be studied.

Turn-of-the century economist Thorstein Veblen

uses objects minimally in The Theory of the Leisure Class:
An Economic Study of Institutions.

In this study of the

symbiotic relationship of culture and consumption, which
predates Grant McCracken's late twentieth-century on the
same subject, Veblen argues that members of western society
who live above the most basic subsistence level do not put
their wealth towards any useful purpose.
attempt to impress others with it.

Instead, they

People advertise or

exaggerate their economic status, Veblen continues, through
"conspicuous consumption," which affects everyday
activities.

Veblen concludes that economic stratification
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is retained, in part, by what has since been labelled the
11trickle-down" theory.

Fashions of the upper class, which

consist of complex and subtle sets of symbols known only to
those within high society, become accessible to the lower
classes in a less expensive form when the wealthy begin to
consider the fashions passe.
Objects of a western consumer culture are well
represented by clothing.

Unlike most objects, clothing is

an immediate signifier not only of the wearer's place in
society and time, but also of her or his gender.

Veblen's

1899 treatise offers the earliest theory of gendered
fashions which scholars use today.

He asserts that

clothing, because it is always evident, is the most
effective and acceptable indication of one's "pecuniary
standing."

Ideally, high-status clothing must be expensive,

inconvenient and up-to-date.

The dress of women and men,

especially of those among the upper, more fashionable class,
also illustrates gendered economic roles.

Feminine dress

exemplifies the subordinate role of women who are symbols of
conspicuous waste and leisure within a patriarchal society.
As consumers of expensive, non-utilitarian and fashionable
clothing, women exhibit men's "pecuniary strength."

It is

self-contradictory for men to flaunt their wage-earning
abilities through clothing designed to prevent productive
labor.26
Veblen asserts that all actions boil down to an
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economic base.

The economic roles which Veblen outlines

emphasize social roles which maintain order in a dominatordominated society.27

As demonstrated in the gravestone

analysis, the order manifesting itself in objects remains
unchanged over time within a given culture.

Thus, Veblen's

turn-of-the-century analysis of gendered fashion within a
capitalist society, which has been reprinted throughout this
century, may be applied to latter twentieth-century America.
As outlined by Veblen, men dominate women in a
patriarchal dominator-dominated society.

Gendered fashions,

the social acceptability of one type of clothing for men and
another for women, reflect this relationship.

This is not

to suggest that all cross-dressing is unacceptable.

Men's

clothing, however, represents a greater amount of power than
women's clothing.28

A close study of bathing suits

demonstrates how a late twentieth-century western consumer
culture encodes messages into objects.
Semiotic studies do not look at objects in a strictly
economic light.
objects.

Instead, they relate to both speech and

John Dixon Hunt contributed an essay to History

from Things:

Essays on Material Culturer an anthology

addressing various methodologies behind material culture
studies.

Hunt argues that objects and words should be read

not only in conjunction with each other, but also via the
same method.

In The Fashion System. Roland Barthes focuses

specifically on the semiotics of fashion.

Like Hunt,
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Barthes asserts that objects which, in this case, are
garments may be read together with words.

Unlike Hunt,

Barthes maintains that "real" clothing may only be studied
in a purely technological sense to determine the type of
stitching, or the cut of the sleeve.

To read clothing, he

argues, the scholar must study the derivations of "real"
clothing:

the "image," usually a magazine photograph, and

the "written," the text accompanying the image.29
Economist Grant McCracken, concerned with clothing as an
example of a consumer product, asserts that clothing is an
"expressive medium" of communication, the significance of
which transcends the constraining metaphor of language.30
This study does not subscribe to McCracken's avoidance of a
semiotic analysis, but uses his work as an economic
framework.

While other scholars such as Jules David Prown,

Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi and Steven M. Beckow do not deal
specifically with semiotics, they share the idea that
objects are manifestations of social order.
this study's argument concurs with them.

To this extent

The work of

costume historians also provides supportive details of
bathing-suit and fashion history.
Unlike the theories of Douglas and O'Neill, the works
of Hunt, Barthes and other scholars serve not as a basis for
this study, but as an insight into the method of studying
clothing from a semiotic perspective.

In addition to the

above-mentioned theories, this study's argument and
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interpretive framework are aptly supported by the
information supplied by the works of McCracken, Lena Lencek
and Gideon Bosker, Richard Martin and Harold Koda, and
Claudia Brush Kidwell.

McCracken argues that culture and

consumption share a mutual relationship in which consumption
is culturally molded and restricted.

Developed Western

cultures, microcosms in which the relationship is played
out, are dependent upon consumption.31
Hunt's semiotic analysis applies both to objects and to
written language, while Barthes' theories apply specifically
to popular literature.

Therefore, material bathing suits

come under Hunt's, and not Barthes', method of analysis.

In

his essay, Hunt outlines a method for reading objects and
written texts which this study uses to interpret bathing
suits.

By using Hunt's method, this study is able to work

backward from bathing suits to understand the culture in
which they were produced and possibly used.32

Hunt asserts

that absolute objectivity is not possible when working
backwards from an object.

Attempts to use the senses to

experience an object and thereby the culture which produced
the object, is inevitably biased by the interpreter's own
cultural experiences.
Hunt argues that an object undergoes two essential
processes of encoding and decoding.

The person or

institution producing the object encodes a series of beliefs
within the object which are essential to contemporary
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societal order.

The person interpreting the object decodes

the object according to the beliefs common to her
society.33

A common language in the form of the object

bridges the gap between two cultural spheres.

The language

of the object is not fixed and linear, but encompasses a
variety of ideas which could explicate many issues including
notions of aesthetics, economic class, or sexuality.

The

job of the interpreter is to translate and understand the
language of ideas which the producer incorporated into the
object.34
Two bathing suits of separate fashion eras demonstrate
how this analysis works.

The first suit was produced in

1956 in California by Jantzen and was worn in warm vacation
spots.

It is salmon-pink, has detachable button-on shoulder

straps, boning in the bra, a shirred front and insignia of a
Jantzen diving girl on the lower left leg (Figure 1).
second suit was produced by Gottex in 1973.

The

Made of a

nylon-spandex mix, the suit sports a multicolored diamond
pattern from the right hip to the left shoulder as well as
horizontal and vertical stripes on a blue background.

It

has a high neck with a standing collar and gold-colored neck
clasp, an exposed back, foam cups and a tan lining in the
top (Figure 2) ,35
The 1956 suit suggests that the society which produced
and consumed it perpetuated a specific ideal of feminine
beauty.

The color pink connotes femininity and may
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accentuate the wearer's tan.

The wearer may remove the

detachable shoulder straps while sunbathing, and attach the
straps when swimming, a possibility suggested by the Jantzen
insignia.

The constrictive boning and shirring indicate

that however "perfect" the wearer's body, it can not live up
the ideal and must be molded.

The 197 3 suit also

perpetrates a feminine ideal.

The suit's color and

construction indicate that the wearer should be
simultaneously athletic and aesthetically appealing,
stereotypically masculine as well as feminine qualities.
The multicolored diagonal strip on the blue background, a
stereotypically masculine color, suggests motion.

The foam

cups indicate that the wearer, while she may be athletic and
toned, must be molded into the ideal shape.36
Changes between the suits illustrate superficial
changes in gender roles between 1956 and 1973, while
similarities illustrate the stability of underlying gender
constructs and taboos.

The switch from a feminine to a

masculine color and the lessening of construction indicates
that women were becoming more athletic and, by extension,
advancing into formerly all-male territory within the larger
society.

The similarities suggest that the concept of

femininity, while superficially altered, remained intact.
The consistent use of restrictive materials such as shirring
and boning mold bathing-suit wearers into a feminine ideal.
Even spandex-nylon, a more skin-like fabric, helps constrict
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the body into a certain shape.

Both suits cover the same

body parts, indicating that the same body parts are visually
unacceptable and taboo.37
The translation of the objects into written text limits
the focus of the interpretation, forsaking the many other
levels of meaning encapsulated in the bathing suits.

This

method of reading objects illustrates not only the bias of
the interpreter, but also the limitations of written text.
While Hunt and Barthes disagree on how to read an object,
their theories concerning the translation of the written
word complement each other and occasionally overlap.
Because Barthes addresses the translation only of written
text —

specifically, the text of fashion magazines —

this

study applies his theories to the use of popular literature,
the second group of evidence.
Barthes asserts that "written clothing," or written
magazine text, is the purest form of fashion.

Unlike "real

clothing," which focuses on practical issues such as
protection or modesty, or "image clothing," which embodies
several levels of perception, the written word "has no
practical or aesthetic function."

Instead, this type of

text transforms an object instilled with multiple messages
into an easily-understood language.
three functions.

Written clothing has

It first directs the reader to one of the

many levels of meaning within the object, then organizes,
labels and accentuates the fashionable aspects of the image
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and finally emphasizes the fashionable importance of certain
elements within the image, regardless of how many times the
same image or text appears within various magazines.38
Photographs, the third source, represent another form
of "image clothing."

Like the images of popular literature,

the photographs embody a series of arbitrary and jumbled
signs.

Unlike the magazine images, these photographs have

no accompanying text to make sense of the signs.

The

interpreter must create her own written text, translating
the signs to reflect both her biases and those of the
producer.
Material suits, popular magazines and photographs from
1950 to 1980 communicate a variety of messages.

For the

purpose of this study, bathing suits suggest that societal
taboos may be read from the image of the bathing-suited
female body.

To fully understand how bathing suits

communicate this message, the bathing suits themselves must
be detailed.

From the stiff waists and uplifted breasts of

the early 1950s to the "skinsuits" of the late 1970s, the
materials and construction of women's bathing suits shape
the image of the culturally acceptable female body.

Chapter Two

Bathing suits manufactured between 1950 and 1980, like
all objects, may only be studied when contextualized by the
time and space in which they were produced and used.
Because the subjects of this study emerged in the middle and
late twentieth century, and because scholars studying these
objects also belong to the same era, it may seem unnecessary
to outline either the cultural forces molding the suits or
the evolution of bathing-suit styles.

By placing tangible

objects within a non-tangible context, material culture
scholars are able to analyze objects which are commonly
perceived as self-explanatory and needing no
contextuali zation.
To place an object effectively within time and space,
several questions must be asked of the object.

What was the

object produced, when was the object produced, where was the
object produced, who produced the object and who used the
object?

In addition, the evolution of the object in

question must be outlined.

Bathing suits from 1950 to 1980,

the subjects of this analysis, evolved from the garments
used for bathing and swimming since the eighteenth century.
To understand fashion change, the first level of the fashion
31
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system, and therefore to understand this study's argument,
one must recognize the details of fashion change within
these three decades.

This chapter first describes the

evolution of bathing and swimming and the garments
accompanying these activities.

Then it details the

development of bathing-suit fashions between 1950 and 1980.
The history of bathing suits worn by American women
began in the mid eighteenth century and spanned over two
centuries, shaped by bathing-suit use and production.

Use

can be divided between bathing and swimming, and production
between pre- and post-mass manufacturing eras.

Bathing

suits were first used for bathing, an unstrenuous immersion
pursued for pleasure and medicinal purposes? gradually they
mutated into suits used for swimming, or propulsion
requiring physical exertion.

The cultural forces

influencing ocean-side activities and changing notions of
the ideal body simultaneously altered the form of bathing
suits.
Bathing evolved from a healthful activity for the
monied elite in the late eighteenth century into a form of
mass entertainment by the end of the nineteenth century.
Those concerned with their health or suffering from
tuberculosis, epilepsy or other ailments visited medicinal
springs such as Saratoga and White Sulpher Springs.

The

acceptance of ocean-bathing followed the popularization of
these springs.

Wealthy Virginia residents, including Mount
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Vernon's prominent Washington family and the sickly Frances
Bland Coalter Tucker of the influential Williamsburg
abolitionist family, attended Warm Springs in hope of a
cure.39

The increasing number of people visiting such

sites caused the construction of separate bathhouses and
bathing areas for men and women.

While this segregation

kept the modesty of both sexes intact, it also separated
women, the more passive bathers, from the more active
m e n .40
In the early nineteenth century, those who owned or
rented summer cottages or could afford accommodations at
fashionably genteel hotels took warm-weather holidays at
such coastal sites as Newport, Rhode Island and Cape May,
New Jersey.

The sex-segregated bathhouses used at the

springs were altered for beach use into floating baths or
bathing machines.

Both these constructions served as rooms

in which women or men could change into their bathing
garments and step directly into the ocean.
women and men bathed at different hours.

At some resorts,
At others,

however, men and women frolicked genteelly together in the
ocean, an activity which helped switch the emphasis on
bathing from healthful to pleasurable.41
The Coney Island amusement parks, the first of which
were established in 1895, made a direct connection between
ocean-bathing and pleasure.

While various amusement parks

such as Revere Beach in Massachusetts, Atlantic City in New
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Jersey and Cheltenham Beach in Chicago had been developed by
the last decade of the nineteenth century, the entertainment
offered along the two-mile long stretch along southwestern
Long Island was the largest in size and reputation.
According to John

F. Kasson in Amusing the Million;

Coney

Island at the Turn of the Century. Coney Island symbolized a
"new cultural order" developing from turn-of-the-century
urbanization and the creation of a mass culture.42

The new

freedom from strict social propriety was reflected in the
costumes and manners of bathers at the beach, Coney Island's
major attraction.

Bathing costumes did not become unisex,

but passive female and active male bathers were no longer
modestly segregated.

Both sexes cavorted on sand and in

water.43
The change in the form of bathing suits followed the
evolution of bathing from a non-exertive healthful activity
to one which was physically strenuous and, most importantly,
pleasurable.

The shapeless flannel gowns worn by

fashionable women of the 1780s served not to facilitate
self-propulsion through water, but to conceal the wearers'
bodies.

When wet, such gowns were physically restrictive.

By the 1840s, the bifurcated bathing dress responded to the
continuing popularity of bathing as a permissible feminine
exercise.

By I860, widely-read periodicals such as

Peterson's Magazine touted ankle-length drawers banded
against waves worn under a long-sleeved shin-length bathing
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dress of linen or wool.

The "princess style" bathing dress

consisted of a one-piece blouse-and-drawers suit partially
covered by a skirt attached at the waist.

This style was

the fashionable answer to the late nineteenth-century demand
for a less restrictive bathing dress.

As the century

progressed, women began sporting garments with knee-length
puffed trousers (worn with cotton or wool stockings to
compensate for the amount of exposed leg) with or without
skirts and with increasingly shorter sleeves.

During the

first decade of the twentieth century, when ocean-bound
women became increasingly inclined to swim rather than
bathe, the skirts of serge and mohair bathing garments were
fitted over the hips, and puffed sleeves decreased in
breadth.44
For women, the shift from bathing to swimming extended
from the last decade of the nineteenth century to the first
quarter of the twentieth.

While swimming was an acceptable

exercise for men from the late eighteenth century, it was
not until the 1860s that writers of popular literature began
encouraging women to swim, both for exercise and hygiene.
Even given this altered attitude, it was over a half-century
before a handful of women began swimming as competitively as
men.

Between the 1860s and 1920s, a growing national

prosperity made summer vacations possible, which led to an
interest in swimming as both a pleasurable individual
activity and a group sport.

A second wave of prosperity
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after World War I saw many enjoying the year-round benefits
of indoor pools in addition to beaches.

By 1920, Annette

Kellerman had gained fame as diver and swimmer, and in 1926,
Gertrude Ederle became the first woman to swim the English
Channel.45

This is not to suggest that all fashionable

women began swimming strenuously in pools or at voguish
seaside resorts.

Rather, the "swimming" practiced by many

women in the early twentieth century closely resembled the
genteel paddling of the previous two centuries.

By 1950,

the starting point of this study, bathing suits were
arbiters of both athleticism and feminine beauty.
The history of bathing suits from 1950 to 1980 does not
begin exactly at mid-century.

The direct ancestor of the

late twentieth-century bathing suit form first appeared in
the late 1920s.

By the early part of the 1930s, women's

suits, while retaining a token skirt which halted at the
tops of the thighs, were form-fitting and exposed increasing
amounts of skin.

The growing acceptance of women as

athletes led to the fashionability of a sleek, tan
appearance.

Different bathing-suit styles spanned or

exposed various parts of the body.

The most popular and

enduring form was a wool-knit, skirtless maillot.46
This post-1920 combination was one result of the
burgeoning ready-to-wear industry, which marked a shift in
clothing-production methods and subsequently led to the
beginning of widespread national and international clothing
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styles.

In full swing by the 1920s, the industry created a

commonality of styles melding social and ethnic classes.
Mass production, according to Claudia Brush Kidwell,
resulted from a growing nineteenth-century middle class
which narrowed the social and economic gap between upper and
lower classes.

Kidwell contends that the push towards

machinery and manufactories able to produce clothing in bulk
stemmed from the middle-American belief that people of all
classes could be fashionable.

To utilize its machinery as

well as the buying power of the American public, the new
industry increased the overturn of different fashions,
thereby setting a precedent for late-twentieth century
fashion change.47
However, the mass media indicates that the introduction
of mass production does not mean that fashion change became
systematic.

Within two decades of the new methods of

clothing production and distribution, movies and fashion
magazines such as Mademoiselle and Glamour of Hollywood
began popularizing fashion changes.48

Often, popular

magazine articles and photography spreads neatly divide
fashion changes by decades.

While these divisions lend

order to seemingly arbitrary fashion changes, they are
overly concrete.

The bathing suit industry, with an

unsurprising lack of subtlety, characterized the successive
decades between 1950 and 1980.

The June 1950 issue of

Holiday celebrated the return of femininity, especially
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apparent through bathing suits, in a fashion spread entitled
"1950:

A Good Round Figure."49

Nineteen-sixty saw "Less

Suit, More Suits" with the increasingly popular bikini,50
and the 1970 Sports Illustrated swimsuit edition asserted
that designers, capitulating to "a youthful demand for
reality," had begun to create swimwear that was "easy, free
and natural."51
Contrary to the pronouncements of such magazines, post1920s fashions change not in the first year of every decade,
but roughly every six to eight years.

Between 1950 and

1980, four major shifts in mainstream fashion occurred:
between 1950 and 1958, 1959 and 1965, 1966 and 1972, 1973
and 1980.

The first phase emphasized feminine figures and

waists; the second was a transitional period in which the
baby-boomer youth culture gained importance; the third
focused on "mod" styles commonly associated with the 1960s;
the fourth revived styles of the 1930s.52
Because this study draws information first from
material bathing suits and then from popular literature, it
documents thirty years of bathing-suit history not by
decade, but according to the above four divisions.

These

eras overlapped according to designers and the personal
taste of the wearers.

Each fashion era saw fashions,

composed of multitudes of styles, come and go on beaches, at
pools and in popular magazines.

Bathing-suit fashion moved

gradually, albeit perceptibly, from the beginning to the
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close of this thirty-year span.

Two major factors remained

consistently important to mass-manufactured and masspromoted bathing-suit designs:

the form of bathing suits

and the ideal woman intended to wear the bathing suits.
Bathing-suit forms consist of popular styles and materials,
and the ideal woman is of a certain body type> ethnicity and
age.
The styles which developed between 1950 and 1958 were
largely inspired by the frenzy of post-World War II optimism
pervading mass culture in the latter 1940s.

The national

mood played itself out through the rapid development,
production and consumption of consumer goods.

Post-war

bathing suit styles thus stemmed from the national optimism,
affluence and a subsequent boom in consumer goods traced by
James Laver, one of the earliest costume historians.

During

World War II, he asserts, lack of material and efficient
means of transport rendered the United States and Britain
increasingly independent from Paris fashions.

By the time

of the death of Christian Dior in 1957, the American fashion
industry was ready to dispose of not only the New Look, but
also of the overwhelmingly French influence on American
fashions.

In addition, the ready-to-wear industry exploded

into what Laver ironically names the "era of
individualism. "53
The years immediately following World War II, then,
marked the first major turning point in fashion change and
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production since the inception of mass-manufacturing roughly
three decades before.

Many of the new numerous bathing-suit

styles populating beaches and resorts were created by four
major garment manufactories.

Rose Marie Reid, Cole of

California, Catalina and Jantzen remained popular within the
thirty years of bathing suits analyzed.

Spin-off industries

were also established to produce inexpensive versions of
big-name suits, and the avant-garde suits of designer Rudi
Gernreich became well-known, if not widely worn, in the
1950S.
It is impossible to separate the form and materials
bathing suits from the ideal female form.

of

Material suits

worn between 1950 and 1958 were largely "constructed," built
from materials intended to produce an exaggerated hourglass
form.

While women wore both one- and two-piece suits, the

most popular form was one piece and had straps that were
often removable.

Skirted suits or attachable skirts were

popular, but most suits covered just the hip and rested
snugly at the top of the thigh.
unhampered by boning —

Rarely were bathing suits

which usually ran from the neck

straps to below the breasts —

padding, or padded boning

which squeezed or pushed less-than-ideal figures towards the
form desired by fashionable women.
The inner construction and outer form of bathing suits
during the 1950s utilized synthetic materials, which
manufacturers of many consumer products such as automobiles
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had begun to use in bulk.54

Synthetics or synthetic-

natural blends were a switch from natural fibers such as
wool or cotton.

The most extreme synthetic, which enjoyed

only a brief popularity, was produced by designer Rose Marie
Reid.

In 1950, Reid jumped on the chemical-industry

bandwagon and made suits from photopermeable fabric, which
allowed women to tan through the material.55

Cotton

remained a popular fabric, but was often crinkled, knit or
blended.

The synthetic, somewhat stretchy fabric Lastex

gained great popularity throughout the 1950s.

Indeed,

designers sometimes used Lastex and frequently Laton, rayon
or nylon to imitate and make fabrics such as velvet.
Fashionable women began wearing non-resistant fabrics
including taffeta, terrycloth, silk shantung, sweater knits
and, most popularly, satin.

When wet, the often stiff

materials drooped and clung to the inner framework, creating
a still modest but unaesthetic look.
The prominent bathing-suit manufacturers of this era
produced suits designed to shape the ideal woman.

A 1953

"Original Rose Marie Reid of California" illustrates a
common constructed form.

White pique, one-piece and

patterned with a black and red print, the suit is boned in
the bra, shirred at the waist and back, and has halter
straps (Figure 3).

A 1954 black Catalina suit is shirred at

the midriff, boned down the front and sports a taffeta rose
on the right breast and a removable halter strap (Figure 4).
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This suit, which appears sleek when compared to white pique
suit of the previous year, is almost identical in
construction.

An early one-piece Rudi Gernreich suit, made

characteristically of black knit and produced in 1956,
illustrates an atypical, futuristic design, as it sports
neither boning nor padding.
In spite of boning and padding, material suits from
this decade indicate that bathing suits actually transformed
few women into bathing beauties.

Indeed, the ideal female

figure could no more result from a heavily constructed suit
than it could one free of construction.

The white pique

Rose Marie Reid suit is not skirted, the elastic legs blouse
over the hips, and the shirred waist and boned front could
\
not create a wasp waist or prominent breasts.
The black
Catalina suit, while sleek when compared to the one designed
by Rose Marie Reid, uses the taffeta rose to conceal
segments of the body which do not live up to idealized
standards.
Popular literature, even more so than material bathing
suits, linked suits to the ideal female shape.

This is not

to suggest that short descriptors were not common.

In 1950,

Jantzen deemed "stretch and style" important and began
producing nylon satin and nylon taffeta.56

Some suit

styles imitated sweaters, allowing women to act as "sweater
girls" in both summer and winter.

However, such blurbs

inevitably led to descriptions implying that all women, with
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the proper bathing-suit technology, could achieve this form.
Magazines from Vocrue to Life described bathing-suit
materials in relation to the bathing-suit form which, in
turn, described the ideal woman.

Holiday asserted thatmid

decade American bathing suits altered not

only the body,

but

the personality of the wearer.
Fashions — good fashions — make moods, states of
mind, patterns of behavior.
The new creation of a
French coutier subtly alters the character of its
wearer, feminizing, idealizing, heightening her entire
person.
This rare power of styles is nowhere more
evident than in the case of the woman's bathing
suit....Its attractiveness and variety, its capacity to
flatter a woman and show her at her lovely best, have
lured countless thousands more to beaches and pools, to
outdoor pleasures and health.57
While not all magazines waxed rhapsodic about the ephemeral
power of bathing suits, they attributed the shape of
fashionable women to the construction of their bathing
suits.

Rose Marie Reid referred to bathing-suit

construction as ,f[i]nner secrets," and Fred Cole, founder of
Cole of California, designed a "Venus" suit which "sculpts
[the wearer] as Pygmalion sculptured Galatea."58
Popular literature of the 1950s connected material
bathing suits not only to the female form, but also to the
new technology of an affluent society.

The boom in the

petrochemical industry produced new forms of plastic, foam
and rubber compounds.

These led to, among other goods,

synthetic stretch fabrics and various forms of corsetry and
padding.59

In 1949, Charles Langs, a wealthy Ford and

Cadillac industrialist began producing Poses, "strapless,

Illustration VI
Poses, short-lived adhesive bathing-suit tops.
"Adhesive Bras: They employ no wires or straps," Life, 16
May 1949.
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wireless, and backless" adhesive bra cups.

"Accustomed to

thinking in auto-production terms," Life reported, "Langs
plans to turn out 200,000 Poses per day."60

While Poses

emphasized and molded a woman's "head lights," they did not
mold the rest of the torso.

In the fifties, synthetics

allowed for increased ease of movement in and out of water,
but padding and boning limited women to sunbathing and
strolling.
In the 1950s, the ideal woman had an hourglass figure,
was white and preferably blond, and was in her early
twenties.

On the outside, a "perfect" body was attainable

by being, or looking, no older than twenty-five or younger
than fifteen, a ten year span covering the transition from
pubescence to womanhood.

All characteristics were embodied

by actress Jayne Mansfield.

In outlining her guidelines for

potential bathing beauties, Mansfield placed the greatest
importance on the figure.

"On swimsuits,

[Mansfield] says,

'You need a flat tummy, a firm bosom and a nice derriere.
Then you're in business.'"61

The June 1949 issue of

Holiday confirmed the importance of "statistical perfection"
needed by a woman who wanted to wear two-piece suits.

An

ideal woman, implied this magazine, could be broken down
into a series of measurements:

"5'8", 36" bust, 36" hips,

26" waist (or smaller for bare midriffs) with we11-developed
shoulders and long lean legs."62
Ethnicity, a prominent political issue in the 1950s,
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played itself out in the segregation of white and black
models in magazines directed at a predominantly white or
black audience.

During this era, popular magazines such as

Life or Mademoiselle were implicitly addressed to a
predominantly white audience and featured only white models.
Magazines such as Jet and Ebonv were marketed to a black
audience and featured only black models.
black ideals, however, were similar.

The white and

In an article titled

"The Perfect Negro Beauty," the November 1950 issue of Jet
detailed the characteristics of a "Negro Venus."

Among

other traits desired for a perfect African-American woman of
the 1950s were a 39-inch bust, a 23-inch waist, hips that
have "grace, the allure of sexiness" and an "autumnal brown
complexion."63

A "Negro Venus" was essentially an African-

American Jayne Mansfield.
During the Fifties, a mix of racial separatism and
white dominance determined the aesthetic appeal of white and
black women.

Separatism is apparent not only in the

segregation of magazines, but also in stereotypes of black
women addressed in popular literature targeted at an
African-American audience.

Magazines such as Mademoiselle

tackled issues concerning sorority girls or unmarried young
women while magazines such as Jet discussed the sexual
nature of black women.

The cover of Jet on 31 January 1952

asked, "Are Negro Women Getting Sexier?"64

The following

issue dealt with "Sex Habits of Negro Women."

Drawing
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largely from "preliminary research" performed by Alfred
Kinsey, the latter article asserted, "Today's opinion among
many white persons is that [the black woman] is
extraordinarily sensual, perhaps a little abnormal, in their
sex habits."

The article attempted to dispel this myth,

concluding that "the super-sexuality of the Negro woman is
just another fiction —

that her sex life is likely to be as

civilized as that of the white society whose standards she
has accepted.1165
While this article appeared in a magazine encouraging
community and ethnic pride among the members of its
audience, it also bespoke of white dominance.

White

standards of sexuality were "civilized" and stereotypical
black standards were not.

Likewise, the physical features

commonly portrayed as beautiful in black women were
beautiful by white standards.

Aquiline noses and "full

bodied...yet not overly sensuous" lips were idealized,66
and products such as Lustrasilk, a hair-straightener, and
Nadinola, a skin bleach, were advertised throughout
magazines directed at African-Americans.67
White or black, all fashionable women of the 1950s
strove to appear in their late teens or early twenties, the
ideal age.

With this age came a role, real or superficial,

which indicated that the woman was either a young wife, in
college or had a career.

In 1954, a bathing-suit fashion

spread in Holiday featured models who had either married

Illustration VII
Wealthy married and unmarried women model their fashionable
bathing suits.
"The Lovely Shape of Summer," Holiday. June 1954.
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into wealth or who had been presented into wealthy society.
Wealthy "Mrs. Christian R. Holmes, of San Antonio and
Honolulu" wore a shirred one-piece suit.

San Antonio

debutante Miss Lucie Armstrong lounged in a "conservative
and classic" one-piece suit.68

While popular literature

unabashedly promoted a preferably monied marriage as a
woman's ultimate ambition, the ideal age was often
affiliated with educational institutions.

College "coeds"

and high-school girls, however, considered studying less
important than frolicking during the warm summer months and
spring breaks.

A smiling, bikini-clad teenager in Sarasota,

Florida, laid claim to "an array of talents from basketball
to horseback riding to foreign languages to fiction
writing," but then succinctly summed up the idealized
aspirations of young women by asserting, "A career -- but
not for long.

I'm going to get married young."69

The constructed bathing suit waned with the turn-ofthe-decade emphasis on youthful, allegedly more natural
figures.

Bathing-suit fashion from 1958 to 1965 progressed

at a great rate away from that of the post-war 1950s.
Instead of the body being constructed by the suit, the suit
was constructed by the "natural" body.

One- and two-piece

suits remained popular, and the bikini industry underwent a
boom during this era.

Bikini bottoms, while usually cut

below the navel, rested low on the hips.

Bikini tops were

often bandeaux which either tied around the neck or were
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stiffened to stay up on their own.

The interest in the

bikini affected the form of the one-piece.

The Cole Scandal

Suit, produced at mid-decade, spawned the popularization of
mesh suits.

Although they looked like one-piece suits,

these suits actually consisted of a bottom and top attached
across the midriff by opaque mesh.
The switch from constructed to 11natural" suits does not
suggest that designers and consumers switched drastically
from one fashion to another.

Prominent designers produced

an array of suit styles from those smacking of the early
1950s to others intended to appeal to a trendy, youthful
market.

A one-piece orange and brown print cotton suit of

the early 1960s sports no boning but is otherwise similar to
suits produced in the previous decade.

It is shirred with

elastic around the midriff, fitted around the chest and
conceals bloomer pants beneath an attached skirt (Figure 5).
A 1964 one-piece suit, ironically produced by Cole of
California in the same year this company began manufacturing
the Scandal Suit, is made of an orange ribbed knit.
the former suit, the Cole suit employs no boning.

Unlike
However,

the thick stretch material acts as a girdle across the
midriff and the low-cut hips, and the padded breast area is
boned (Figure 6).
Catering to a behind-the-times market was not the
primary concern of designers and advertisers, who promoted
several suit styles which were direct forerunners to styles
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of the late 1960s.

In early 1964, just before the

production of the Scandal Suit, Rudi Gernreich presented the
monokini or, as it was more commonly termed, the topless
bathing suit.

This futuristic suit is of a synthetic black

double knit, with briefs ending below the bust and held up
by two shoulder straps crossing in the front center (Figure
7) .
The materials, like the form, changed greatly.
suits required less material.

Bathing

Indeed, the all-important

construction had largely been incorporated into the suit as
a cloth lining.

Synthetics such as Lycra and spandex were

used but without great fanfare, as the novelty of non
natural fibers had worn thin.

Cotton, a staple fabric,

remained popular, usually as a knit.

Mesh, net or lace,

however/ was .new to the scene and made a large splash in the
bathing suit industry.

In addition, exotic or, more

precisely, impractical materials were still in vogue.
Mohair, vinyl and leather were added to the dwindling list
of luxury fabrics of the 1950s, and were chemically treated
to resist water damage.
Material suits of the latter 1950s and early 1960s,
then, did not shift dramatically from those of the previous
era.

Indeed, the orange of Cole's ribbed knit suit is the

most "daring" part of the suit.

Popular literature, on the

other hand, strove to portray fashionable women not only as
ladylike, but as daring and frolicsome.

While this tension
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had been a constant since the inception of bathing suits two
centuries before, it came to the forefront with the
promotion of the bikini.

This skimpier bathing suit form

led to the promotion of women as daring, yet fundamentally
demure creatures.

Rose Marie Reid reflected the popularity

of bikinis by kicking off the decade with a "bikini with a
conscience," a two-piece suit which could "be made even more
modest by release of strategic buttons and tabs."70

In

fact, magazines implied, modesty made women reluctant to
appear publicly in attractive but revealing suits.
According to The Saturday Evening Post. bathing-suit
manufacturers found that " [t]he girl who would never dare
wear a bikini on the beach...will happily wear one in her
own back yard.1,71
Demure femininity does not seem consistent with the
popularity of Cole's Scandal Suit and other mesh spin-offs.
The Scandal Suit was a direct response to Rudi Gernreich's
openly scandalous monokini.

Compared to the monokini,

Cole's suit catered to the daring-but-demure ideal.
Covering an otherwise revealing but not "indecent" suit,
mesh hinted at the possibility of nudity.

Without the see-

through mesh, Cole's creation suggested, the wearer would be
nearly nude.

In this suit, women could act sexually

alluring and still retain their modesty.

The Scandal Suit

inspired a torrent of titillating suits, many of which
survived the upcoming fashion change.
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Popular magazines promoted the ideal woman as tall and
slim, white and in her late teens.

Instead of purchasing

constructed bathing suits to mold them into the ideal form,
fashionable women molded their own bodies into the lithe,
youthful ideal.

This does not mean that a wider spectrum of

female forms were acceptable, but that women had to diet and
exercise away excess flesh which previously could be
squeezed into a boned one-piece suit.

The bathing-suit

industry, however, hinted that women's bodies naturally
changed with the styles.

"American women's figures are

improving, and there will be more of them showing...this
summer," Business Week declared in 1960.
To ensure that a woman did not unbecomingly spill from
her bikini or mesh suit, popular media promoted an ideal
which was less buxom than that of the prior era.

A fashion

spread set in Washington's Olympic Rain Forest pictures
bikini- and blouson-clad models posing among tall men who
are made cylindrical and uniform by rain slickers and hats.
The forced comparison between the women and the men pointed
to the similarities and differences between the female and
male forms.

Like the men, the women were tall and slim.

Unlike the men, the women were significantly shorter and
slightly curved.72
The dimensions of fashionable women were outlined not
only in magazines, but also in objects; most notably, in
mass-produced three-dimensional female replicas.

The Barbie

Illustration VIII
Slim models of the mid-1960s fit the fashionable bathingsuit styles.
"New Swim Suits Free the Sylphs," Life, 24 January 1964.
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doll, the ideal American woman in miniaturized plastic form,
was first produced in 1959, and was 11 1/2 inches tall and 5
1/2-3-5 inches around.73

Had she been a real woman, Barbie

would have been six feet tall and had measurements of 33-1830.

Interestingly enough, Barbie's dimensions came close to

those of pin-up girls appearing in successive issues of Jet
through 1960.

These monthly statistics varied within only

two inches of each other, averaging out to 35 1/2-24-36.74
Not only should women appear sylph-like, but they
should also aspire to look like white, middle- to upperclass teenagers.

The issue of beauty as it relates to

ethnicity changed little from the early 1950s.

Fashionable

women of any ethnicity still strove towards a white ideal,
and a cursory smattering of African-American models began
appearing in popular magazines only in the following decade.
Indeed, the reaction of fashionable minority women to the
absence of ethnic representation in magazines such as
Glamour and Mademoiselle was not one of protest, but of
assimilation.

In the early 1960s, Jet began to feature

monthly pin-up girls and calendar models instead of articles
dispelling myths associated with black women.

The average

age of "Jet's 1960 Calendar Pin-Ups" was eighteen.

The

ditty accompanying the photograph of seventeen-year-old Miss
December read, "Electronics is/Really a whim,/I'm marking
time/Waiting for him."75
As Miss December suggested, the ideal age was younger
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than that promoted a decade earlier but the ambitions of
idealized women were the same; young women could frolic and
eventually marry.

This type was popularized not only in

magazines, but also in "beach movies" which producers
rapidly cranked out through the early and mid-1960s.

Known

disparagingly as "sand and sex epics," these movies catered
to a growing teenaged movie-going population.76
titles —

Merely the

"Bikini Beach," "Muscle Beach Party," "How to

Stuff a Wild Bikini," "Beach Blanket Bingo" and "Where the
Boys Are" —

suggested the fun-loving but marriage-minded

characteristics of idealized women.

"Where the Boys Are,"

set in Fort Lauderdale, Florida during spring break, focused
on the travails of four nineteen-year-old female college
students and their romantic interests.

After a week of

frolicking on the beach and visiting nightclubs with their
respective male companions, the women eagerly anticipated
marriage proposals.

Indeed, their femininity depended on

their ambition to be wives and mothers.

Paula Prentiss, the

first to obtain a boyfriend, wanted to be a "walking,
talking baby machine," while Connie Francis attributed her
initial lack of feminine appeal to her standing as the
college captain of the women's hockey team.77
Between 1965 and 1972, one- and two-piece bathing suits
grew increasingly skimpy and the wearer, not sewn-in
construction, was required to fill the suit.

The fashion

industry, still youth-oriented, began incorporating
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unorthodox bathing suit forms and patterns into "mod"
styles.

Bikinis outstripped one-piece suits in popularity.

Indeed, the most frequently advertised one-piece style was
the mesh suit, which imitated two-piece suits.

Most

commonly, the non-opaque material of mesh suits was either
divided between the front and back and attached by mesh at
the sides, or cut into a bikini form and attached at the
midriff.

The bikini exposed the midriff without the partial

concealment of mesh.

The top dipped at front center, tied

at the neck with halter straps or attached front-to-back
with spaghetti straps, and clasped at the back with metal or
plastic.

The bottom "hugged" the hips, stopped above the

thighs and frequently sported clasps at the sides.

Boning

and padding grew increasingly less from the previous eras of
bathing-suit construction.

It was impossible to bone the

midriff area of a mesh suit, and tops of either one- or twopiece bathing suits were commonly lined only with nylon.
The influence of previous fashion eras was still evident in
the few stiffened or foam-padded suit tops.
As suggested by the mesh suit, many bathing suits of
this period were composed of both materials making up the
main part of the suit and materials which accessorized (and,
in most cases, held together) the suit.

Like the previous

two fashion eras, bathing-suit materials were a mix of
synthetic and synthetic-natural blends.

Nylon was used with

increasing frequency, and cotton-synthetic blends were knit,
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ribbed or polished.
synthetic knit.

Rudi Gernreich continued to use a black

Mesh and, less commonly, lace overlay such

fabrics, connecting otherwise two-piece suits into one-piece
suits.

Lace trimmed "baby-doll" bikinis, and plastic clips

or clasps attached at the back, neck or hips.
While the fabrics composing the suits did not change
radically in the latter 1960s, "mod" forms and accessories
such as decorative trim and plastic clips pushed suits into
styles of the mid-seventies.

A black and white tiger-

striped bikini accompanied by a black mesh cage oversuit is
representative of the mesh suit (Figure 8).

The fact that

this suit is a less expensive version of the Cole of
California Scandal Suit, and that it was produced two years
after Cole's suit in 1966 suggests the extent of the mesh
suit's popularity.

One year later, an avant-garde style

imitated a possible mesh suit form minus the mesh.

Made of

the black synthetic knit characteristic of Rudi Gernreich's
suits, this one-piece dips in the front and back to the hip
area and is attached in front with a clear plastic strip.
Two ovals, extending from the bust to the hips, are cut from
each side, and belt loops attached to the front and back
accommodate a detachable vinyl belt (Figure 9).

Another

Gernreich suit, while not representative of all two-piece
suits, is accessorized in a manner common to many suits of
that era.

On top, a metal clip connects the two frontal

sections while on bottom, another metal clip connects the
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front and back at the left hip (Figure 10).
Designers, of course, produced more than just mesh
suits.

However, popular literature focused on the mesh suit

and acknowledged, but did not rhapsodize over, other styles.
The mesh suit, more so than other suit styles, explicitly
linked the ideal female form to the bathing suit form.

The

longevity of mesh suit advertising campaigns suggests that
this style had a wide appeal to advertisers, designers and,
ultimately, the buying public.

In 1963, The Saturday

Evening Post asserted that mesh suits had initiated a
"Daring New Look" in the bathing-suit world.78

Two years

later, Sports Illustrated declared that mesh-suit wearers
composed "The Nudity Cult."
January, "[B]are skin —
thereof —

The magazine reported in

or styling that gives the illusion

is the thing to wear under the sun."79

In

August of the same year, Time announced that "the Nude Wave
finally washed onto U.S. beaches."80

By 1968, the mesh had

transformed into a variety of see-through fabrics.

"Wild,

Wearable and Seeworthy" bathing suits included crocheted
one-piece suits and bikinis, as well as a wool and vinyl
bikini.

The clear vinyl of the latter suit linked strategic

segments of the suit so that the suit "seem[edj to have been
pasted on."81
The perfect female figure of this fashion era smoothly
connected the top and bottom of the bikini or the opaque
pieces of the mesh suit.

As she was in the latter 1950s and

Illustration IX
Bathing suits implied nudity.
"Bathing Suits Summer '68: Wild, Wearable and Seeworthy,
Time, 21 June 1968.
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i r o m l o o s e l y k n i t s e e - t h r o u g h d i s c o t h e q u e dresses.
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early 1960s, this woman was tall and thin, white, and in her
late teens or early twenties.

Again, the unconstructed look

implied that women's bodies naturally tended toward the
ideal.

The December 1965 issue of Time quoted Bette Beck,

the chief designer for Elisabeth Stewart:

"It takes all the

romance out of a swimming suit when a woman has to be pushed
in here and held up there.
look —

Such a woman has a stamped-out

very unsexy."82

The favored body type promoted by bathing suits and
popular literature focused on long slender legs, torso and
back.

In 1965, designer Bill Blass produced a bikini joined

across the navel with a thin strip.

At the same time, Blass

declared the back "sexually important" and dismissed the
navel as "no longer news."83

Five years later, Vogue

issues abounded with plunge-backed one-piece suits and hiphugger bikinis.

A ribbed one-piece, "narrow as a poorboy,"

sported a low-cut back criss-crossed with narrow straps
while the "big dipper" suit was "scooper-duper" as it
plunged down the back and slightly over the buttocks.

Both

low-backed suits and bikinis could be accessorized with a
thin chain circling the waist, obscuring the navel while
bringing attention to the torso.84
As in previous fashion eras, white women were the
closest to the beauty ideal.

Popular literature aimed at an

African-American audience indicated that ethnic minorities
should strive towards a white ideal.

Again, such magazines

Illustration X
Bathing suits accentuated taboo and quasi-taboo areas.
"Summer in America," Vogue. May 1970.
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Illustration XI
A chain around the torso drew attention to a quasi-taboo
area.
Advertisement, Vogue. May 1970.
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acknowledged political racial issues while advocating an
Anglo version of beauty.

A "Miss Black America" contestant,

a 1970 Jet centerfold, participated in a contest derived
from the predominantly Anglo "Miss America" competition.

In

January of the same year, Jet reported that the Ad Hoc
Committee of Consumers Who Care protested against the
Marshall Field department store's employment discrimination.
Ironically, the facing page features the monthly Jet
model.85

Portrayed just as seriously was the midi-maxi

fashion turmoil.

In early 1970, "shapely, scantily clad

bikini wearers...lodge[d] their protest against maxi and
midi length skirts" by carrying signs outside a New York
clothing store; one sign read "It's Legs or Bust."86

A few

weeks later, J e t 's monthly bikini-clad centerfold wore "her
answer to the current maxi-midi-mini skirt controversy."87
Most commonly, even such token political actions did
not appear in articles or fashion spreads about or aimed at
minority women.

In these cases, the fashionable beauty type

was most important.

In the January 1971 Ebony, Diahann

Carroll illustrated "the body-beautiful body-freedom look of
the '70s."

Carroll emphasized not only a lithe body but

also "well-cared for hands and feet," the accroutements of
leisure required for the "new look" in bathing suits.88
Jet issues of the same period described their models in
terms of "natural" beauty.

"Natural wearing" and "natural-

coiffed" models appeared within a two months of each
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other.89
Between 1965 and 1972, the ideal woman was old enough
to be in college or have started a career.

Popular media

asserted that such women were interested in more than just
their own appearance.

Magazines, intent on selling

advertising space, indicate that such interests as college
or career were secondary to attaining feminine beauty.
Consequently, the ideal woman was portrayed as having modest
intellectual aspirations but great beauty-oriented
ambitions.

In 1965, Life advocated that "gorgeous girls"

try the "audacious...Las Vegas look."

The fashion spread

asserted that be-feathered and bejeweled Las Vegas showgirls
were a step above beach-loving bathing beauties.90

The

monthly Jet models of 1970, who hovered between 21 and 22
years of age, largely worked as receptionists and clerical
workers, and aspired to more prestigious careers.

High-

fashion modeling came first, then acting and finally,
teaching.91

These idealized career goals, while mostly

glamorous, did not stray beyond the traditional female job
market.
The period between 1973 and 1980 saw extremes of the
one- and two-piece forms of bathing suits.

Many of the

suits were made multi-purpose with such accessories as
slacks and wraps.

The Scandal Suit and its take-offs, which

gave rise to "art deco" forms in the latter 1960s and early
1970s, gave way to simpler forms by the mid-seventies.

The
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maillot and the tank were the two basic forms of the onepiece.

The maillot contained sewn-in padding in the breast

area and was frequently referred to as a "classic" or
implicitly timeless style in popular literature.
was modeled after the sleeveless tank shirt.

The tank

Both were

snug, un-boned, scooped at the neck and often down the back,
and cut increasingly higher on the hips as the decade
progressed.
Whereas maillots and tanks covered more, bikinis
covered less.

Unlike maillots, even the more modest non

string bikinis lacked construction.

By 1974, such back-

clasped, low-hipped bikinis were overshadowed by the string
bikini, defined as "two cloth triangles above the waist and
one triangle below the hips, held together by two cords
across the back or around the neck."92

The Thong, which

showed even more of the buttocks, was introduced by Rudi
Gernreich in the same year.
The materials composing one- and two-piece suits were
similar and less inventive than those of previous fashion
eras.

Cotton, nylon and even crocheted and velour bathing

suits were worn in fashion spreads and on beaches.

Such

materials, however, were overshadowed by a nylon and Lycra
spandex mix.

The occasional textured Lycra was worn, but

most designers and advertisers produced and promoted
"classic" untextured nylon-Lycra suits with no "mod" mesh,
clips or ornamentation.

The loyalty to one material and the
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lack of metal accessories does not mean that the suits had
less shock potential.

Unlike cotton or velour, wet nylon-

Lycra did not droop or bunch when wet, but clung to the body
like a second skin.
Maillots, tanks and string bikinis were not only daring
new forms commonly associated with the seventies, but also
throwbacks to previous fashion eras.

Maillots, like suits

of the early and mid-1950s, used construction and,
frequently, colors and designs to shape women into the
desired form.

Like suits of the 1960s and early 1970s,

maillot producers aimed for a "natural” look.

Indeed, suits

which appeared to be tanks were often maillots.

In 1973,

Gottex produced a bright blue nylon-spandex one-piece with a
multi-colored pattern running diagonally from the left
breast.

This tight-fitting suit rests low on the hip and

reaches the neck, its colorful design suggesting motion
(Figure 2).

Another nylon-Lycra plunge-backed maillot of

the same year sports a flexible inner bra, offering no more
construction than a tank suit or string bikini.

The

ornamentation, which consists of a multicolored pattern of
polka dots and patchwork squares, combined with the three
buttons connecting the cups define the suit as a maillot
rather than a tank (Figure 11).

Whereas tanks resembled

suit forms of the 1930s, string bikinis were the most
distinctly seventies style.
Popular literature emphasized the extremes of bathing-
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suit forms.

The maillot, the slightly less popular tank and

the bikini were each designed to show off an athletic, toned
body.

By 1980, Glamour acknowledged the two options

available and advocated the maillot over the bikini because
it came in a variety of styles and colors.93

Several years

earlier, the skinsuit became the rage among competitive
swimmers.

"Light, Tight and Right for Racing" the suit was

high-necked, low-hipped, skintight and eliminated drag.94
Most magazines advertised maillots and tanks as not only
athletic, but also attractive and modish.

In 1975, models

sprawled, crouched and languished in an athletic locker room
setting modeling the latest styles.
as "The original racing maillot —
classic tank suit.

One suit was described
the perfectly simple

This time sleeker-fitting, prettier in

violet with crisscross back straps."95
This fashion spread promoted bikinis side-by-side with
maillots and tanks.

According to popular magazines, the

one-piece suggested motion through swimming and the bikini,
passivity through tanning.

Two styles of strapless bikinis

were promoted as the "best friend an even tan ever had" and
the correct suit "to sun in."96
Both bathing-suit extremes were the base of multi
purpose outfits.

The use of such outfits, termed by Vogue

as "beachdressing,1,97 could change either the appearance or
the function of a bathing suit.

In March 1980, Glamour's

Shop-By-Mail catalog offered a bikini which could make the

Illustration XII
The "skinsuit" promoted an athletic form.
Jule Campbell, "Light, Tight and Right for Racing," Sports
Illustrated. 12 August 1974.

Illustration XIII
The athletic look was fashionable by the mid-1970s.
"There's More to a Bathing Suit Than Meets the Eye," Vogue,
May 1975.
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The secret of
this summer’s
beachdressing is...
all in the
putting-together

1. The dress that dresses
the bathing suits here . . .
anywhere: an easy, pretty
smock in black crinkle cotton
— the lightest, coolest summer
fabric. With tiny buttons on
the shoulder, long sleeves to
roll, sashed waist— a dress that
covers you going to/com ing
from the beach, at lunch,
drinks, anytime! By Amerikan
Climax. About $ 29. At
Bloomingdale’s; Lazarus;
Goldsmith’s; Burdine’S;
Sanger-Harris; Bullock’s.
2. The shirt to tie over a bathing
suit— the simple, silky black
shirt that looks sensational—
sleeves rolled, buttons opened
— pulled low on the hip, over a
m atching black halter-top
bikini . . . over any of the
bathing suits here. By Jantzen.
Shirt, of Antron nylon and
Lycra (Deering Milliken fabric),
about $ 2 0 . Bikini (Fulton
County Silk Mills fabric),
about $ 2 0 . Lord & Taylor;
Kaufm ann’s.
3. The strapless bikini— best
friend an even tan ever had!
With a bandeau top in vivid
stripes of green, red, blue with
black, solid black bottom. By
Jantzen. Of Antron nylon and
Lycra (Deering Milliken
fabric). About $ 20. Lord &
Taylor; Jordan Marsh, Boston;
Wanamaker's; Hutzler’s;
Kaufm ann’s; Burdine’s.
4 .Swim m er’s stripes— a pretty,
lightweight, serious-swimming
maillpt in blue-and-black with a
bare back, tiny bow tie in front.
By Catalina, of Antron nylon
and Lycra (Deering Milliken
fabric; striped fabric by Gilbert
Frank). About $2 6 . Lord &
Taylor; Jordan Marsh, Florida;
O’Neil’S; L.S. Ayres;
Younkers; Harzfeld’s;
Diamond’s; J.W. Robinson.
5. The striped-and-solid bikini—
a little bit of print, a lot of bare
skin— solid black halter top,
blue-and-black stripe-front
bottom (same stripes as the
maillot, at left). By Catalina, of
Antron nylon and Lycra
(Deering Milliken fabric;
striped fabric by Gilbert Frank).
About $ 1 8 . Lord & Taylor;
Diamond’s; Bullock's. Both
pages; hair, Christiaan;
makeun. Sandra Linter and

Illustration XIV
Bikini Bazaar, Inc. offered a multi-purpose bathing suit.
Advertisement, Glamour, March 1980.

If

She’ll Be Sexier
Six Different Ways
.. . with her
Bikini in a Bag!
She's sure to find more than six ways to say
“ thank you" when she sees herself in this
amazingly versatile new 6-way Bikini! One size
fits all sizes and flatters all shapes with its sexy
versatility
Sensuous 100% antron lycra covers her like a
second skin ...and the all-purpose free Tote Bag
is perfect for carrying those extra goodies that
can make a weekend at the beach something to
remember. Choose from 8 never-fade shades.
SPECIAL OPTION! Order a color-coordinated
Bikini Carry-Wrap. Five handy pockets, perfect
for comb, suntan lotion, etc. in this one-of-akind Batik fab ric... even doubles as a scarf too!

Fully G uaranteed! Your m oney back if no t delighted!

D^miSozom, Inc.
352 Evelyn St., Dept. C30
‘ Paramus, N.J. 07652

Please rusn me the Bikini m a Bag I have checked below i have enclosed my
check or money order for $15.95 plus $1 50 postage ana handling

Be sure to check :
L j Sky Blue
L_j Burgundy

□

U Jade
f j Bronze

□
□

Black
Yellow

□ White
[ j Red

YES, send me a matching Carry-Wrap for just $9.95 extra!

Name
Address

Bikini
Carry^ . Wrap
w ith
five

City____

ZIP.

State.

Signature,
(Sign name as it appears on credit card)
□

VISA

□

Master Cnarge

A -c : No
Interbank No.

Exp Date

LJ
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wearer "Sexier Six Different Ways...with her bikini in a
bag!"

A tote bag carried not only six different bikini

styles, but also a "carry-wrap" that could store suntan
lotion or be worn as a scarf.98

Wraps and caps further

acted on the concept of versatility.

Such accroutements

replaced decorative but passe clasps and clips, and turned a
bathing suit into part of a casual ensemble.

Vogue

advertised a sarong wrap that could act "as a skirt...as a
strapless beach dress...a halter dress."

Terry cloth robes

or cover-ups functioned as casual beach or poolside wraps
for a bikini.99

While cover-ups were sold in addition to

the bathing suit, some could be worn on their own.

A shin-

length sleeveless terry robe, one of Glamour's Shop-By-Mail
selections, could be worn over a maillot, bikini or
nothing.100
The ideal woman of this roughly eight-year fashion era
was similar to those of the previous two eras.

Since the

late 1950s, this woman had been tall and trim.

Beginning in

the mid-seventies, slight musculature and a tan became
requirements.

She was, as always, white and in her late

teens or early twenties.

As they did in the previous two

fashion eras, designers and advertisers of the latter 1970s
implied that the unstructured body naturally tended towards
the ideal shape.

A fashionable woman could work towards the

ideal by dieting and exercising.

By 1980, actress Bo Derek

exemplified the popular beauty ideal.

The star of the movie
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n10," Derek exercised regularly, limited her food portions
and wore solid colors to make her appear taller.

Derek,

like other idealized women, did not stop lounging and start
swimming when at the beach.

Rather, exercising earned her

the privilege to lounge and publicly exhibit herself.101
While Derek urged other women to wear sunscreen, she
did not recommend they avoid tanning.

In fact, numerous

brands of suntan lotions proliferated, each asserting their
scientifically-proven power to filter sunlight into a dark,
even tan.

An advertisement for Eclipse sunscreen devoted a

full page to a bikini-clad, deeply-tanned model.

The

opposite page detailed Eclipse's power to tan the skin but
resist wrinkles.102

Likewise, Bain de Soleil assured

consumers that, however sensitive their skin, they could tan
with the help of one of five types of sunscreens.103
Bathing-suit producers Hang Ten even offered a "hip" bikini
sporting two footprint cutouts at the hip.

The oddly-placed

tan implied that the wearer had a full-body tan.104
The desirability of darker skin did not mean that the
ideal woman was no longer white.

Even by the late 1970s,

few representatives of African-American women appeared in
popular magazines.

Indeed, magazines targeted at a black

audience increasingly resembled those which did not address
issues of ethnicity.

Ebony. which was first produced in

1970, was the African-American counterpart to Life.

Ebony's

competition Jet showed its affinity with the new magazine by
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openly sharing fashion models and promoting a display of
"Great Ebony Covers" in 1980.105
While Ebony. as well as magazines such as Jet and
Essence. focused its editorial material on causes concerning
black Americans, it featured black variations on white
fashion spreads.

In 1979, Ebony models displayed bathing

suits designed by the popular Cole of California and Gottex
of Israel.

The text of the fashion spread urged female

readers to strive towards an upper-class ideal of slimness
and luxury.

The article intones:

Now is the time to exercise your body into top shape to
profile it in the new body-hugging swimsuits later.
Or
better still, you may want to whittle away some inches
and slip into a revealing black maillot in time for a
winter cruise to Tahiti.106
While it took several decades for Jet to subscribe to
such a mainstream magazine format concerning race, the issue
of body type or age had never sparked a debate.

As always,

magazines implied that the body naturally formed itself to
fit the current style.

And, as always, body type and age

were inextricably linked.

This connection became especially

apparent in discussions of the string bikini, the bathingsuit form showing the most skin.

In July 1974, fashion

designers asserted in Time that "no woman should be strung
after she is 40 years old."107

One month later, middle-

aged editorialist Marya Mannes who "[wore] an orange wool
tank suit at the beach" asserted that the String caused all
bikini-wearers to look alike and therefore obscured their
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individuality.

In so arguing this point, Mannes ironically

subscribed to the common idea that women's bodies naturally
tend toward the current styles.

Mannes puzzled:

[B]y some genetic miracle as yet undefined...the
bodies of all girls between 14 an 20 are virtually
flawless now.
Not one of them, it seems, suffers
from those early agonies of former female
generations:
chubby legs, flat chests, scraggy
hair, muddy skins, pigeon toes or flab.
She concluded that "Nature has most certainly copied Art —
if you can call TV commercials, cosmetic ads and fashion
photographs of beautiful models Art."108
The ambitions of idealized young women reflect small
changes in gender stereotypes.

Women posing for Jet

centerfolds in 1980 still aspired to modeling and acting.
But scattered among the occasional clerical workers, flight
attendants and teachers were a physical therapist, a disc
jockey and a pharmaceutical student.109

One 1970s model of

the Barbie doll, the ubiquitous symbol of ideal femininity,
wore a nurse's uniform.

While she sported a stethoscope and

pocket protector, stylish Barbie was clad in a pink dress
and the ubiquitous high heels.110
Based on material suits, popular literature and
occasional forays into the realms of other forms of
widespread media (primarily motion pictures and Barbie
dolls) this chapter has outlined four separate fashion
changes which have occurred to clothing and, in particular,
to bathing suits between 1950 and 1980.

These fashion

changes, while colorful and perhaps familiar to twentieth-

Illustration XV
Barbie, posing as a fashionable career girl.
Smithsonian. December 1989.
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century scholars, should not be decontextualized but must be
studied within time and space.

Within this thirty year

period, bathing suits evolved from several sources ranging
from broad to specific.

First and most broadly, bathing

suits resulted from the development of bathing to swimming,
then from the post-1920s mass clothing production, then from
individual political and social issues within the periods
studied.
Clearly, then, bathing suits have been affected by
technological and social advances.

This is not to suggest

that bathing suits haphazardly reflect a variety of societal
changes.

If this were the case, then bathing suits could

vary wildly in form, color and materials from year to year.
Rather, bathing-suit form and the ideal female form remained
constant and have established bathing suits as reliable
objects which may be studied as signifiers of their
surrounding society.

By outlining these two constants,

which may easily be ascertained from objects and popular
media, this chapter has described the superficial change
composing the most obvious level of a fashion system.

The

stage is set, then, for an analysis of the underlying
societal stability inherent in cultural constructs, the
second level of a fashion system.

Both superficial change,

as this chapter has shown, and stability may be seen through
three decades of bathing-suit fashion.

Chapter Three

"If I were a jewel," Barbie said, "I like to think I
would be a pearl.

A pink one."111

In 1994, the ever-perky

Barbie doll mused over her 35-year career as "America's most
famous Teenage Fashion Model."

Barbie, never one to look

beyond an object's face value, epitomizes the superficial
feminine ideal, the first level of the fashion system
outlined in Chapter Two.

Her body type, skin tone and age

always coincide with the ideal, and Barbie's bathing suits
are always fashionable, if not cutting-edge.

Beyond

Barbie's viewpoint, beyond the fashion system's first level,
is the second, less tangible level.
a transition between the two levels.

This chapter serves as
It discusses the

multiple roles of function within objects.
An object fulfills the needs of the society which
produced and consumed it.

For the purpose of this study,

function may be defined as the "discharge or performance of
(something)."112

The performance to which the definition

refers is not necessarily a response to a purely utilitarian
need.

An object serves to satisfy first a physiological

need and, second, a cultural need.

The first is the need

for protection against starvation or physical elements, and
68
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is fulfilled by some objects.

The second is the need to

send a message to those assimilating the object through
their senses.

This need is satisfied by any object, whether

it is apparently functional or decorative.

This chapter

shows that bathing suits, specifically those produced
between 1950 and 1980, serve not as physiological
protection, but as catalysts for conveying cultural
messages.

The discussion peaks with the chapter's most

important question:

What is the function of women's bathing

suits within a western consumer culture?

Specifically, how

do manufacturers and consumers perceive the function of
bathing suits?
The design of material suits and especially the
rhetoric of magazine text attempts to blur the difference
between the physiological and cultural function of bathing
suits.

A close look at the three groups of evidence delves

past the magazine-speak to suggest that, like other objects,
bathing suits are physical manifestations of the ideas of
the societies which created them.

Bathing suits function as

catalysts for these ideas which, in turn, stem from cultural
constructs.

Given that constructs are stable, the function

of bathing suits is likewise stable and consistent.

The

ideas and, by extension, the constructs encoded in bathing
suits concern gender.113
As items of clothing, women's bathing suits have the
potential to protect the wearer against inclement elements,
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one of the two physiological needs.

The physical elements

with which bathing suits come in contact are primarily
water, either from the sea or a pool, and heat, usually from
the sun.

The form and materials composing bathing suits

indicate that bathing suits fulfill no physiological
function.114
Their very existence suggests that they are not a
necessary form of clothing but satisfy a cultural need.
Women could swim or tan just as easily, if not more so,
without any sort of garment.

Even tight racing suits which

bind the breasts and ostensibly make it easier to swim are
responding to a cultural need.

Because western societies

prohibit the socially acceptable exposure of women's
breasts, women control their shape with undergarments almost
constantly.

Most women are therefore accustomed to the

physical sensation and, sometimes, the pain of censuring
their breasts.

It is unlikely that swimmers, most of whom

are probably accustomed to undergarments, would feel
physically or psychologically comfortable swimming without
constriction.
Two suits representative of those popularly worn by
American women embody the cultural function of all women's
bathing suits.

The first bathing-suit type takes its form

in the two suits studied in the first chapter.
respectively to 1956 and 1973.
advertized in popular magazines.

They date

The second type is
Chapter One's analysis of
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the two suits concludes that the suits perpetuate an ideal
of feminine beauty.

The salmon-pink, shirred and boned 1956

suit and the multicolored, multi-patterned foam-padded 1973
suit indicate that the perpetuation of femininity was the
suits' primary function.

Swimming was a secondary concern,

as suggested by the 1956-era Jantzen "diving girl" insignia,
the 1973-style diagonal pattern, and the snugness of both
suits.115
Popular literature suggests that there is a great
difference between function as a broad concept and function
as sales-oriented rhetoric.

Bathing suits in popular

literature either appeal to the beach-going public or are
used only for athletic competition.

Whatever the year or

current fashion, magazines hint at supposedly functional, or
utilitarian, aspects of the suits in question.

The more

easily a woman may swim or tan in a suit, the more the suit
is touted as functional.

In reality, the functional aspects

to which magazine spreads refer are more aesthetically
appealing than utilitarian.

In 1954, Life promoted a new

"sweater girl" style by first touting the suit's ability to
show off the wearer's bust, its most important aspect, and
then turning to the suit's supposedly "functional" aspects.
"[H]igh necklines and very long sleeves will present a
tanning problem out of the water," the magazine
acknowledged, "but their simple cut and elasticity make them
comfortable for swimming."116

In 1975, Voaue promoted

Illustration XVI
The allegedly functional "sweater girl" style.
"New Suits Both Cover Up and Show Off," Life, 28 June 1954.
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light-weight Lycra not for athletic competition, but for
"hold[ing] the body wonderfully."117
Athletic suits, even when designed to "hold the body,"
are no more functional than suits worn by beach-goers.
Indeed, they only add an unnecessary layer to the body.

If

the suits worn in a given competition are identical, they
cancel each other out, and athletes pit their individual
athletic abilities against each other.

In the 1948 Olympic

games, women from seven separate countries, including the
United States, wore identical one-piece suits of dark
stretch material.118

In the 1973 World Aguatic Games, East

German swimmers wearing Lycra "skinsuits" beat American
swimmers wearing heavier suits.

A few months later,

American bathing-suit manufacturers began producing roughly
two-ounce nylon-Lycra suits which reduced drag and improved
swimmers' times.

Sports Illustrated predicted, "[W]hen the

U.S. women meet the East Germans again...it will be just
another contest to see who are the best athletes."119
The rhetoric of function touted by popular magazines
does not determine what bathing-suit forms consumers
perceive as functional.

Contrary to Veblen's theory, the

bulk of women consumers do not eagerly purchase the latest
fashions solely to flaunt their financial standing.

Rather,

by exercising their consumer power, women indicate to
producers how far designers, advertisers and manufactories
may control the fashion tastes of American women.

The post-

Illustration XVII
Contestants in the Olympic Women's 400-Meter Swimming Relay,
1948.
Prints & Photographs Division, Library of Congress,
Washington, D .C .
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1920s consumer-producer struggle consistently results in
consumers who simultaneously expect fashion changes within a
decade but who are not willing to let go of a comfortable
but passe fashion.

Many of the women who purchase

fashionable bathing suits either physically alter the suits
or wear the suits in a manner not condoned by popular
magazines.

Others continue to wear suits which are several

years old, or purchase outdated suits.
Artifacts and photographs, when compared to magazine
promotions of the same era, reveal that consumers purchase
bathing suits not because they are widely advertised, but
because they may be physically altered or worn to suit
individual desires.

A custom-made white and black patterned

cotton bathing suit of the 1950s is boned under the
sweetheart neckline, has a full skirt, adjustable shoulder
straps and one characteristic not commonly seen in massproduced bathing suits, a one-sided snap-out bra lining
which may accommodate a breast prosthesis (Figure 12).
During the same fashion era, Holiday promoted a sampling of
suits resembling the custom-made suit, roughly half of which
had adjustable or removable shoulder straps and skirts or
bloomer bottoms.120
Photographs taken nearly two decades later capture
women adjusting bathing suits to suit their own purposes.
July 1972 photograph depicted three people strolling down
the Delaware/ Maryland shoreline.

One woman wearing a

A

Illustration XVIII
Bathers along the Delaware/Maryland shoreline, 8 and 9 July
1972.
Jerry Mesmer-Adams Studio, Prints & Photographs Division,
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
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maillot pushed the shoulder straps, which were designed to
rest above the shoulders, below her shoulders.121

The

woman's fashionable suit derived from a form which had
started to appear in popular magazines two years prior to
the photograph.

But the woman herself did not wear the

popular suit in the same manner as the maillot-clad models.
In 1970, Sports Illustrated and Vogue advertised similar
maillots.

In both fashion spreads, the maillots' shoulder

straps reached above the shoulders.122
Photographs, when compared to promotions in popular
magazines, indicate that women not only alter bathing suits
themselves but also wear bathing suits in situations or on
figures not depicted in magazines.

A photograph taken on 22

February 1962 in Cocoa Beach, Florida depicted a woman
posturing in a bikini.

The audience was composed not of

swimmers or sunbathers but of the drinkers and dancers of a
nightclub; the woman was stripteasing on a stage.123
Bathing-suit designers and advertisers condone the
wearing of bathing suits only by women with ideal figures.
Such women model the latest fashions in popular magazines.
However, it is women with less-than-ideal figures who
purchase and wear bathing suits.

A 1972 photograph of a

beach scene on the Delaware/Maryland shore revealed a woman
clad in a hip-hugging bikini.

Unlike bathing-suited Vogue

models of 1970 who emphasized their long limbs and torsoes
by standing, stretching and occasionally lounging across a

Illustration XIX
Nightclub, Cocoa Beach, Florida, 22 February 1962.
Prints & Photographs Division, Library of Congress,
Washington, D.C.

Illustration XX
Bathers along the Delaware/Maryland shoreline, 8 and 9 July
1972.
Jerry Mesmer-Adams Studio, Prints & Photographs Division,
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
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two-page spread,124 the bikini-clad woman was not slender
or long-torsoed.125

Nora Ephron, a feminist and

journalist, recalled wearing a fashionable bathing suit of
the 1950s on an unfashionable body.

In 1972, she related

her experience as a flat-chested teenager trying to live up
to the large-breasted ideal of the 1950s:
And the bathing suits.
I die when I think about
the bathing suits. That was the era when you
could lay an uninhabited bathing suit on the beach
and someone would make a pass at it. I would put
one on, an absurd swimsuit with its enormous bust
built into it, the bones from the suit stabbing me
in the rib cage and leaving little red welts on my
body, and there I would be, my chest plunging
straight downward absolutely vertically from my
collarbone to the top of my suit and then
suddenly, wham, out came all that padding and
material and wiring absolutely horizontally.126
Outdated suits were produced by manufactories which
were simultaneously promoting out the latest styles.

The

conservative suits are a concession to the multitudes of
consumers comfortable in slightly outdated suits.
Conservative consumers mingle with more up-to-date consumers
and with those who purchase fashionable bathing suits and
wear them until they become outdated.

In the early 1960s

Cavanaughs, Inc. produced a bathing suit which is a
composite of elements from two fashion eras.

The suit

shares numerous characteristics with suits of the early-tomiddle fifties, as it sports a back zipper, an elastic back
and elastic leg bloomers under a wrap-around skirt.

At the

same time, the suit travels into the sixties with a fitted
bust lined not with boning but with white cotton (Figure 5).
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In the same fashion era Cole of California produced an
orange ribbed stretch knit suit.

The 1964 Cole suit, like

the Cavanaughs suit described above, conservatively
encapsulates two decades of bathing-suit elements.

Unlike

the Cavanaughs suit, the Cole suit has an early-fifties
style boned bra and an early-sixties style V-neck and
scooped back (Figure 6).

The Cole Scandal Suit was

introduced in 1964, widely advertised and popular until the
latter 1960s and remembered in following fashion eras.

In

1980, Cole's company memorialized the Scandal Suit by
promoting itself as a revolutionary bathing-suit
manufacturer.127
In the capitalistic United States, producers and
consumers both participate in the popularity of superficial
fashion changes.

Consequently, the bathing suits and

rhetoric put forward by manufacturers and the subsequent
reaction of bathing-suit consumers do not always coincide
with the theoretical framework of function.

Neither

producers nor consumers, however, challenge the gender
constructs underlying fashion.128

All bathing suits send

messages to their surrounding society.

These messages are

gender-based and derive from unchanging gender constructs.
Because gender is a set of intangible behavioral
characteristics, it must play itself out in tangible ways.
In any given society every person must wear some form of
clothing.

Thus, clothing is the most immediate signifier of

Illustration XXI
The history of Cole of California's scandalous suits.
Advertisement, Glamour, May 1980
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gender.
In this case, clothes or, specifically, bathing suits,
play out their function in a western capitalistic society.
Because this study focuses on objects of a twentieth-century
western consumer culture, it draws from theories concerning
the impact of economic activity on American culture.

Like

this study of bathing suits, the studies of economic life
deal with the middle to upper classes.129
Here, a step-by-step discussion traces several
components of function.

This chapter considers bathing

suits in light of these stratifications of function.
Physiological and cultural needs may be synthesized with
technomic, socio-technic, and ideo-technic function.

These

terms, defined by archaeologist and functionalist Lewis
Binford, sum up three levels of function.

The physiological

need is satisfied by an object with a technomic function.
An object with a socio-technic or ideo-technic function
fulfills the cultural need.130
In the early 1960s, Binford theorized in the tradition
of functionalists, an anthropological stance popular from
roughly 1945 to 1970.

Anthropological and archaeological

methods, he argues, must be used in order to study an object
within its proper temporal and spatial context.

If scholars

do not acknowledge cultural context, they may inadvertently
take objects from different periods and places, compare some
of the objects' selected features and create a continuum of
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progress.

Scholars may thus homogenize all peoples and

places by implying that all cultures impact each other
egually.

According to Binford, object and function may be

most effectively linked by analyzing the object in terms of
three layers of function.

Technomic function, the first

layer, refers directly to the fundamental technological need
for an object within its environment.

Socio-technic

function, the second layer, calls attention to the social,
but not necessary, use of an object.

Ideo-technic function,

the final layer, addresses the spiritual use of an
object.131
The establishment of this three-part view of function
allowed archaeologist James Deetz, as well as other
scholars, to use and elaborate upon the loaded concept of
function.

Deetz perceives Binford's assertions as an

effective method of contextualizing artifacts and uses them
to support the argument he puts forth in In Small Things
Forgotten:

The Archaeology of Early American Life.

Historical archaeology, Deetz asserts, is a tool with which
scholars may most accurately understand how people used and
perceived artifacts.

Scholars may thus gain a fuller and

implicitly more truthful insight into American history.132
Binford's method of object analysis via layers of
function, most importantly socio- and ideo-technic function,
establishes that all objects fulfill a cultural need and
therefore send messages to those assimilating the objects
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through their senses.

Steven M. Beckow, Jules David Prown

and Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, operating in the aftermath of
functionalism, go beyond Binford's categorization to suggest
that the function of objects is to obtain and maintain
societal order.

With varying degrees of complexity, each

scholar reaches this conclusion by outlining layers of
function.
Beckow's division of function, which moves from the
physiological to the cultural, is similar to Binford's.133
On a different note, Prown argues that a scholar may
experience an object through the senses.

The more

utilitarian the object, the better a scholar may reach the
cultural meanings within the object.

Because humans

regardless of temporal context share or have shared certain
physiological senses, they therefore experience a given
object in the same way.134

Prown focuses on how objects

may be studied; Csikszentmihalyi looks at why a society
needs objects.

He focuses on the cultural level and divides

the function of objects into three categories.

Objects

first organize the power of the producer or consumer,
second, situate this individual in time and third, place the
individual within a social network.135
The society ordered by any given objects is exemplified
by the anthropomorphized societal body outlined by John
O'Neill.

O'Neill asserts that humans anthropomorphize all

relationships between themselves, nature, and the social,
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political and economic institutions lending structure and
stability to human society.

O'Neill defines the physical,

lived and moral body, the three types of bodies which humans
project into themselves and their societal institutions.
The physical body may be defined as the one that relates
most strictly to nature.

It reacts in basic manners to

outside stimuli, as it may be touched or even destroyed.
The lived body is a "bodily presence" which communicates
itself to others, and the moral body is a combination of the
physical and lived bodies.

The moral body is aware of and

usually subscribes to societal constructs concerning the
respect and care allowed to the body.136
This study focuses most closely on the moral body,
which is designed and bounded by the cultural constructs
which ensure the stability of the societal body.

As

catalysts of cultural messages, all objects emerge from the
moral body.

Humans encode and decode objects within the

moral body, and generally live according to the moral body,
both within their own body and in the bodies of their
cultural institutions.

Humans, as exemplified by the

objects they produce and consume, operate within constructs
that have little to do with the needs of the physical body.
The theories outlined above form a linear dialogue not
followed exactly by bathing-suit producers and consumers.
The work of Binford, Deetz and others forms a framework
through which bathing-suit function, as well as the function
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of all other objects within a western consumer culture,
plays itself out.137

Barbie, the fashionable but not

daring icon of femininity, demonstrates how bathing suits
fulfill a cultural function.

Sporting a mesh suit thirteen

years after the introduction of Cole's Scandal Suit, Barbie
suggests that bathing suits function as signifiers of
gender.138

The next chapter takes the discussion of the

function of bathing suits from 1950 to 1980 a step further,
leading it to a discussion of gendered fashions and, by
extension, gender as a cultural construct.

The function of

bathing suits is ultimately to give tangible form to gender
constructs.

Bathing suits help maintain a society in which

there exist strict gendered taboos supporting societal
stability.

Chapter Four

In June of 1964, model Toni Lee Shelley took a dip in
Lake Michigan wearing a topless bathing suit.

Police

officers quickly hustled Shelley to the local station and
charged her with "suspicion of improper attire for
bathing.11139

Designed by the avant-garde Rudi Gernreich,

the topless bathing suit blatantly violates gender taboos,
an intrinsic part of the fashion system.

Thus far, this

study has progressed from the first level of the fashion
system towards the second.

It first discussed superficial

change among bathing-suit fashions and moved on to the
function of bathing suits.

Given that bathing suits do not

have a physiological function, but function to give physical
form to cultural messages, it remains to be seen how
cultural messages are decoded from bathing suits, what they
are and how they are transmitted and understood.

To answer

these questions, this chapter takes a close look at the
relationship between object function and societal stability,
the fashion system's second level.

More specifically, it

examines the relationship among bathing suits, taboos and
cultural constructs.
A study of bathing suits, popular literature and
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photographs reveals that the cultural messages encoded in
bathing suits are dichotomies of simultaneous and
contradictory meanings.

Under the overarching category of

gender, these pairs divide themselves into acceptable and
taboo; taboo branches into quasi and absolute taboo.
divides in two, masculine and feminine.

Gender

This study

considers the three feminine categories of sexuality,
ethnicity and age.

Sexuality breaks down into vamp and

virgin, ethnicity into black and white, and age into
youthful and old.
Quasi taboo areas include the legs, buttocks, midriff,
back and shoulders.

Because such areas are more changeable

than absolute taboo areas, the whole body consists of
potential areas of quasi taboo.140

Such segments as the

face, arms and, most notably, hair (which can not precisely
be called a segment) may encapsulate quasi taboos.

For

example, a headful of hair may be demure or alluring? leg
hair may be tolerable or disgusting? pubic hair is vile.
Absolute taboo areas include breasts and the genital area.
A woman may partially expose the breasts, but must keep the
nipples under wraps.

Likewise, a woman need not fully cover

the genital area as long as no pubic hair is shown.
The difference between quasi and absolute taboo areas
is primarily biological.

Specifically, regions embodying

quasi taboo are not directly related to the reproductive
processes, while those embodying absolute taboo are.
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Because the breasts are connected less directly to
reproduction than the genital area, they may be emphasized
but not completely exposed.

The genital area must be at

least partially concealed and ignored.
Quasi and absolute taboo are analogous to the two
levels of the fashion system.

Regions encapsulating quasi

taboos are changeable and may be displayed or hidden
according to the fashion changes occurring on the first,
superficial level.
hand, resist change.

Absolute taboo regions, on the other
A woman may publicly exhibit areas of

quasi taboo but is subject to social approval or
disapproval.

To avoid social disapprobation, she must

publicly cover areas of absolute taboo.

The binary

opposites stemming from quasi and absolute taboo each
consist of both the positive and negative meanings.

For

example, age portrays youth as positive and acceptable, and
old as negative and absolutely taboo.141
The dichotomized meanings manifested in bathing suits
transmit themselves via forms, materials and popular
portrayals.

Material suits, as well as bathing suits

portrayed in popular literature and photographs, embody
quasi and absolute taboos.

At the same time, the three

types of evidence suggest that bathing suits play a dual
role.

Bathing suits are outerwear, but resemble underwear.

Explicitly, bathing suits either cover or emphasize quasi
taboo regions and always cover regions of absolute taboo.
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Implicitly, bathing suits suggest a state of undress and
therefore nudity.

Material suits and the text of popular

magazines best express quasi and taboo areas, while the
suits worn by magazine models describe the dual role.
One example of a material bathing suit from each of the
four fashion eras between 1950 and 1980 suggests that the
popularity of quasi taboo areas waxes and wanes with fashion
changes.

Absolute taboo areas, on the other hand, remain

consistent.

A multicolored, possibly cotton Jantzen suit

produced between 1955 and 1957 consists of boning, elastic
shirring and button-on halter straps, materials typical of
pre-1958 bathing suits (Figure 13).

In 1965, Oleg Cassini

produced a square-necked tan suit with black-and-white
striping running from the underarm to hip and hip to hip.
Padded bra cups, a scoop back and attached shoulder straps
complete the suit (Figure 14).

A year later, a woman

purchased a black-and-white tiger-striped bikini with a
black mesh oversuit (Figure 8).

A 1975 nylon-spandex suit

sports a floral print on a beige background, underwire in a
lined bra, and shoulder straps crossing a scoop back (Figure
15).
According to the four bathing suits, the importance of
the five quasi taboo areas outlined above shifted with each
fashion era.

In each era, one or two of the five regions

took precedence over the others.

The cut, color or patterns

of a bathing suit point to areas considered quasi taboo.

A
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low-cut suit bottom emphasized the legs, while a high-cut
bottom surpasses the legs and emphasizes the buttocks.

A

two-piece suit exposes and draws attention to the midriff,
while a one-piece, even if it constructed to narrow the
waist, pays more attention to other bodily regions.

A scoop

back points to the exposed back, and shoulder straps,
especially those which are removable or adjustable,
emphasize the shoulders.
The early to mid 1950s saw the popularity of legs,
especially thighs, shoulders and, to a lesser extent, the
midriff.

The thighs, while still emphasized by conservative

suits, waned in popularity in the latter 1950s and early
1960s.

The midriff and the shoulders, pointed out by low

hipped bikini bottoms and bandeau tops, became the focal
guasi taboo areas.

The next fashion era focused almost

entirely on the midriff, as it was often exposed or
concealed only with mesh.

Shoulders emphasized by spaghetti

or halter straps also received some attention.

While string

bikinis drew attention to the midriff, shoulders and, to a
lesser extent, the buttocks, the maillot and tank pointed to
the exposed back.
Covered regions encapsulating absolute taboo are not
completely obscured to deflect attention.
regions are molded and emphasized.

Rather, these

As has been established,

only certain parts of the breasts and the genital area
contain absolute taboo and must be concealed.

The first
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material suit, typical of that fashion era, sports boning in
a heart-shaped neckline which simultaneously hides the
nipples and draws attention to the breasts.

Likewise,

bikini and bandeau tops and, to a lesser extent,
conservative one-piece suits, maillots and tanks of the
following fashion eras shape and emphasize the breasts.

No

suit, including the increasingly higher-cut post-1950s
bikinis, completely exposes the genital area.
Like the forms and materials of bathing suits
themselves, the text underlying the suits modeled in popular
magazines of each fashion era pointed to quasi and absolute
taboo areas.142

Quasi taboo areas could be discussed in

public, while absolute taboo areas were not referred to in
polite and possibly even intimate company.

Likewise,

popular magazines, which addressed their readers in a cozy,
conspiratorial manner, could directly speak to regions of
quasi taboo but not to absolute taboo areas.

Magazines

occasionally encouraged women to trim down their legs or
torsos but more frequently named quasi taboo regions in
relation to a specific bathing suit.

A variety of suits

produced in 1950 were respectively "torso-molding,"
decorated "at the hips," or accessorized with a "mid-calf
length paneled skirt."143

A 1964 article cited the

advantage of bare arms,144 and four years later, bikinis
emphasized the waist.145

The late 1970s saw suits "cut a

little lower at the neckline and a little higher at the
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thigh."146

Throughout the thirty years breasts were

directly, albeit discreetly, named.

"Top" and "bra" were

the most common, "bust" or "bosom" infrequently mentioned.
Although the same four bathing-suit spreads which
acknowledged legs, midriffs and backs occasionally allowed
that not all women possessed the same form, they implied
that every women's breasts and, less emphatically, genital
area were identical.

Magazines mentioned areas embodying

quasi taboo and even say "bust" or "bosom," but they talked
around areas of absolute taboo.

Discussions of the entire

female form implicitly included these regions.

Less

frequently, absolute taboo areas were more directly hinted
at or euphemized.

The 1950 article asserted that most women

needed the "figure-control" of constructed bathing suits
and, more specifically, that women wearing appropriate suits
experienced "the pleasant round look in the right
places."147

In 1964 the Saturday Evening Post promoted a

risque two-piece suit by asserting, "The only modest thing
about Jantzen's bikini is the price."148

In 1968 magazines

referred to regions of absolute taboo as "tops and bottoms"
and "coverable areas."149

Ten years later Ebony cautioned

women to "get your body in shape."150
Because this study does not include material examples
of women's underwear within the thirty-year span, the
material suits may not be compared with underwear.

Bathing

suits displayed on magazine models illustrate not only quasi
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and absolute taboos but also the dual role of outerwear and
underwear portrayed within a similar context.

While

fashionable yet risque bathing suits draw the most attention
to regions embodying quasi and absolute taboo, more
conservative or "classic11 suits take their form from
fashionable underwear.

Between 1950 and 1980 two-piece

suits and bikinis consistently imitated the latest style in
brassieres and briefs, the basic foundation garments.
The parallel development of bathing suits and underwear
suggests that bathing-suit forms were inspired by corsetry
distinct to a particular fashion era.

A 1950 fashion spread

pictured women posing not only in low-hipped, high-waisted
two-piece suits, but also in one-piece suits designed with
boning to mold the body.

The spread began with an

elasticized satin suit, plunging at the cleavage and
buttoned down the front.

The less-subtle "Can-Can" suit,

displayed later, molded each breast and was visibly boned
over the torso.151

The "classic one-piecer," as shown in a

1963 issue of T ime. cut across the thighs, scooped towards
the breasts and reached over the shoulders with non
removable straps.152

Interspersed among the "mod" styles

of the late 1960s and early 1970s was a plunge-necked dark
knit suit with spaghetti straps.153

In 1976, Ebony

promoted a scoop-necked, geometrically-patterned maillot, a
one-piece form previously perceived as conservative.154
Bathing suits of the early 1950s resembled strapless

Illustration XXII
The torso-molding "Can-Can" bathing suit.
Robin, "1950: A Good Round Figure."
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bras of the same era which plunged between each molded
breast to corseting at the midriff.

Like suits popular in

the late 1950s and early 1960s, a Lycra "Panti-roll-on"
hugged the body from the breasts to the thighs, and sported
shoulder straps.

The next fashion era saw the body

stocking, a no-bra foundation garment resembling fashionable
but less-than-radical bathing suits.

The early 1970s was a

time of increasingly intricate foundation garments.

While

the bra-girdle-briefs outfit resembled the V-neck maillot
form, the boning, lace and other accessories appeared only
on the underwear.155
Material suits, popular magazines and photographs
embody and identify unchanging dichotomies.

As was done in

the study of quasi and absolute taboo areas, one bathing
suit from each fashion era will be analyzed.

A suit of the

1950s sports a scoop back, two button-on shoulder straps, an
underwire bra, and black and white vertical stripes and
black trim at the arms, neck, back, hip and each of the four
white ruffled layers of a skirt.
left hip (Figure 16).

A black bow adorns the

At the turn of the next decade, Stork

Line Maternity Wear produced a blue and white patterned
cotton suit.

Beneath two doubled button-on spaghetti straps

is an overskirt which extends to an elasticized crotch.
back bears a zipper and, over that, five buttons (Figure
17).

A two-piece, possibly nylon suit patterned with a

multicolored floral print was produced in 1969.

The top

The
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sports two tie-together halter straps and two pink plastic
rings which attach at the back.

The bottom is snug, white-

lined and largely hidden by a skirt which is trimmed with
elastic at the top and pink at the bottom (Figure 18).

Six

years later, Sinclair produced a black, possibly spandexnylon maillot cut straight across the top, bolstered by two
foam cups beneath four adjustable straps at each shoulder
(Figure 19).
Given that bathing suits emphasize and often expose
regions of quasi taboo, but never expose regions of absolute
taboo, it remains to be seen how gender dichotomies operate
within emphasized, exposed or concealed bodily segments.

As

this chapter has established, the exposure or concealment of
bodily areas points to regions of quasi and absolute taboos.
This conclusion was not reached objectively.

Even more

subjective is the method of identifying gender dichotomies
within regions of quasi and absolute taboo.

The previous

analysis of material suits was based on the presence or
absence of material.

The following analysis presumes that

media-ridden individuals associated certain forms and
designs with certain meanings understood by all within their
society.

Each of the four suits, indicative of superficial

fashion change, embodies the consistent sexual, ethnic and
age dichotomies.
The most modest and immodest bathing suits conceal
absolute taboo areas and tell their surrounding society that
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all women are primarily virginal but possess underlying
vampish tendencies.

Bathing suits simultaneously sport

certain characteristics such as skirts, which emphasize
childlike or ladylike modesty and draw attention to sexually
alluring quasi taboo areas.

Youthful, childlike bathing

suits suggest that the wearer possesses childlike
characteristics.

Such suits may expose the potentially

enticing midriff.

Mature, ladylike suits which conceal the

midriff suggest that the wearer is sexually unavailable.
The beribboned tiered skirt of the 1950s suit and the
multicolored skirt bottom of the 1969 two-piece each promote
a childlike, innocent look.

The first suit's skirt, scoop

back and button-on straps also emphasize the hips, the back
and the shoulders respectively.

The second suit's two-piece

form and halter straps point to the midriff and the
shoulders.

The maternity suit's ladylike skirt is full,

unencumbered by frills and modestly shields the wearer's
pregnancy from view, while the shoulder straps point to
areas of quasi taboo.

The amount of material used and the

bodily areas concealed suggest that pregnancies must be
hidden as much as possible and that a pregnant woman may not
expose her midriff.

The unskirted 1975 suit more subtly

smooths the breasts into an acceptable shape while drawing
attention to the back and shoulders.
The four material suits suggest little about the
ethnicity of the wearers.

The forms, colors and materials
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of various bathing suits within a large museum collection do
not yield a pattern which may be related to ethnicity.
Magazine text and, less frequently, magazine photographs
more aptly address the use of non-Anglo patterns and models.
It may be hazarded that one material suit, the floral-print
1969 bikini, has an exotic, and therefore ethnic, design.
The pattern of purple, blue, magenta and green long-stemmed
flowers sprouting at odd angles from each other create a
lush, tropical scene.
The form and colors of a given bathing suit suggest
whether it was designed for a young, acceptable or old,
taboo woman.

Young and old women are not divided strictly

by age, but by the childlike and ladylike or, more
specifically, pre-maternal and post-maternal,
characteristics outlined above.

The skirted one- and two-

piece suits from alternate fashion eras possess a childlike
and, therefore, pre-maternal character.

The material of the

1950s suit, as well as that of the suit produced in 1975,
does not stretch to accommodate pregnancy.

The 1960

maternity suit is the most emphatic indication of a postmaternal state.
Popular literature adds another layer of meaning onto
the analysis of material suits.

This study has established

that messages inherent in bathing suits are understood by
the surrounding society.

Material suits begin to suggest,

and magazine text affirms, what the specific meanings are.
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In its specificity, popular literature makes a clear-cut
distinction between the two halves of each dichotomy.
Magazine text names quasi taboo areas but glossed over areas
of absolute taboo.

Likewise, it refers to the explicit,

positive half of the dichotomy but leaves the negative
implicit.

Thus, while both the explicit and implicit,

positive and negative, occur simultaneously within bathing
suits, the text directly acknowledges only the explicit and
positive.

Magazine photographs acknowledge both the

positive and negative.

The stability of each dichotomy

through fashion change expresses itself in popular magazines
from each fashion era.
Virgins and vamps abounded in fashion spreads.

Bathing

suits with ruffles and skirts blatantly advertised
innocence.

Animal-print suits, on the other hand, suggested

that under their feminine exteriors the wearers were as wild
as jungle animals.
did not proliferate.

Interestingly, childlike animal prints
Women interested in an innocent look

probably preferred ruffles and skirts to kitty-cat prints.
The combination of both virgin and vamp confused some "girlwatchers."

Commenting on a ruffled 1968 suit, one man said,

"Putting lace on a neckline that goes down to the navel is
confusing and contradictory.

It's a conflict of interest —

sort of like wearing a see-through robe in the church
choir."156
Ruffles and skirts blatantly epitomized the virgin half
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of the dichotomy.

Jantzen's 1954 bathing suit line was a

conservative reaction to the risque suits produced in the
previous few years.

Animal prints were nowhere to be seen,

but ruffles adorned the top and bottom of a strapless onepiece suit.157

Ruffles more blatantly decorated skirted

suits of the same fashion era, which were "more for dainty
dunking than for swimming relay races,"158

Ruffled bathing

suits remained popular into early 1960s, when Rose Marie
Reid's 1964 line included a floral-printed bikini adorned
with ruffles.

The model wearing the suit promoted "an

innocent little-girl look" as she gazed demurely
downward.159

The next era saw the plunging necklines of

some "mod" suits lined with ruffles which "reflect new
interest in the romantic look."160
Some consumers gave others a peek at their underlying
vampish tendencies but did not cross the line from
acceptable to taboo.

Designers of the early 1950s created

bathing suits which could transform women into alluring,
exotic elements or beings such as the graces, or fire and
ice.161

In his advertisement for the "Female Animal

Collection," Cole of California portrayed three models clad
in strapless savage and sleek animal-print one-piece suits;
around each model's neck was a collar and leash.162

In

1964 women lolled sinuously around a rock-studded pool in
multicolored "snake suits."163

A spotted bathing suit of

the same fashion era plunged towards the navel of a model

Illustration XXIII
Ruffles decorated Jantzen's 1954 bathing-suit line.
T ime. 7 December 1953.
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held aloft by a circus strong man.164

Exotic prints, which

not only hinted at vampishness but also illustrated issues
of ethnicity, temporarily distracted consumers from the
animal prints which came back into vogue by the latter
1970s.165

A 1979 "leopard print flannel suit...worn with

matching cutout gloves and leg wraps" promised to give the
wearer "a wild and wonderful new look."166
In the case of ethnicity, no fashionable woman ever
attains absolute whiteness or escapes the taint of
blackness.

The fashion industry superficially acknowledged

non-Anglo cultures but still pushes a white ideal, causing
fashion-conscious women, regardless of ethnicity, to strive
towards whiteness.

Without risking the white ideal, between

1950 and 1980 bathing-suit producers acknowledged various
ethnic "hues" between white and black, such as Asian and
American Indian.

Portraying non-Anglo cultures as exotic,

designers and advertisers used various cultures as a
springboard for bathing-suit forms and prints.

Various

exotic locales were used not only as the names of certain
bathing-suit styles but also as the setting for fashion
spreads.

Bathing-suit wearers complemented the suit's look

by tanning and thereby mimicking a non-white look.
The interest in the origins of bathing-suit forms and
prints, especially prevalent within the first two fashion
eras, allowed designers to critique or incorporate nonAmerican bathing suit fashions into American fashions.

The

Illustration XXV
Exotic and animal prints suggested an exotic personality.
Johnson, "Body-Huggers for the Super Fit."
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increasingly popular bikini, a product of the
stereotypically risque country of France, was frequently
disparaged.

In June 1950, Holiday asserted that the

" 'shocking' French suit" was "as dead as a cold
souffle."167

Six years later, the same publication modified

its opinion.

Crediting the American fashion industry for

creating the bathing suit form which had by then attained
international prominence, Holiday conceded that
American designers...have been quick to pick up grace
notes and touches of beauty from abroad for their
bathing fashions — the Bikini and the maillot from
France, the pareau and the brilliance of native designs
from Polynesia, the richest of fabrics from Europe and
Asia.168
In the next fashion era, French cartoonist Maurice Sine made
such biases plain.

A "Sine by the Sea" feature depicted an

umbrella-toting Englishman clad in a bowler hat, collar and
a concealing body-length necktie, a Mexican man's legs
peeking from beneath a full-body sombrero, and a Frenchwoman
wearing only high heels and a fox stoll wrapped around her
body.169
The fascination with bathing suits of various countries
shifted by the mid-1960s to an interest in forms and prints
produced by numerous cultures within America.

Magazine text

emphasized that the suits based on non-Anglo concepts were
exotic and out of the ordinary.

The 1968 bathing suit line

included a "bold loincloth bikini" inspired by "[t]he fad
for Indian styles."170

In 1979, Gottex of Israel produced

print bikinis with matching wraps named "Sumatra," "Papaya"

Illustration XXVI
Cartoonist Sine lampoons geographical stereotypes with
bathing-suit styles.
Maurice Sine, "Sine by the Sea," Horizon, May 1962.
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and "Tropicana."

The first referred to an Indonesian

island, the second to a tropical fruit, and the third to
whimsical tropical setting.171
Tropical settings thus proved fascinating during the
last two fashion eras.

Such areas spurred the names of

particular bathing suit styles and the background for
fashion spreads.

In the mid-1960s Washington's Olympic Rain

Forest provided moss-covered trees and rocks and a bank of
ferns, features not commonly associated with the American
landscape.172

Sports Illustrated swimsuit issues relied on

tropical settings to convey an exotic, alluring mood.
Between its mid-1960s inception and 1980, models frolicked
in Hawaii, the Bahamas, the Seychelles Islands and
elsewhere.173
While tanning had been fashionable at least by the
early 1950s, the tanning craze peaked within the last two
fashion eras.

The increased popularity of tans coincided

with increased attention to American Indians, Asians and
African-Americans.
Anglo women.

White women, when tanned, mimicked non-

At the same time, they were still unmistakably

white and therefore upheld the white ideal.

Popular

literature of the mid to late 1970s suggested that women who
did not tan, notably African-American women, could almost
pass as tan and thereby strive towards the beauty ideal.

In

the May 1980 issue of Vogue five actresses and models clad
in bathing suits jumped exuberantly into the air.

The skin

Illustration XXVII
Models wearing tank suits, fashionable by 1970, posed in
exotic locales.
Jule Campbell, "Sand, Surf and New Swimwear," Sports
Illustrated. 12 January 1970.
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of Shari Harper, the only African-American woman pictured,
contrasted little with that of the white women.174

A

Danskin advertisement of the same year negated black skin
into a white ideal.

The white skin of one Asian model

contrasted with the moderate and light hues of the AfricanAmerican women.

The Asian woman wore a black suit while the

other two women wore, respectively, a moderately light suit
and a white suit.

Each of the three models was both white

and black.175
Youth and age, pre-maternal and post-maternal, were
clearly categorized by the text of popular literature.

The

pre-maternal state, the most desirable, accommodates a
limited number of women.

A youthful, pre-maternal woman is

usually unmarried

and has no children,

while an older,post-

maternal woman is

married and probably

has children.

Even

if she looks young, a married mother is post-maternal, as is
an older-looking, unmarried and childless woman.

All

fashionable women strive towards either youth itself or the
image of youth, both of which are difficult to maintain in
the face of aging.

At the same time, women acknowledge that

"figure flaws" occur with
hidden.

In order

age and must

be corrected or

to pass gracefully from one stage to the

other, fashionable women use their pre-maternal charm to
reach post-maternal status.176
The pre-maternal woman was the under-thirty ideal
promoted by popular literature.

According to magazine text,
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physically flawless pre-maternal woman aspired towards
attracting men, marriage and, finally, the post-maternal
state.

A 1954 fashion spread labelled the debutantes

modelling bathing suits "youthful."177

"Girl-watchers,"

not the "girls" themselves, provided commentary on the 1968
bathing suit line,178 and men frequently interacted with
and therefore affirmed the attractiveness of bathing-suited
models in fashion spreads.

The pre-maternal woman was aptly

characterized by a bikini-clad woman visiting the beach.

In

July of 1963, the
attractive blonde stood on the beach at New York's farout Fire Island...obviously relishing the sun, the
sand, and the stares.
"Why do you like to wear a
bikini?" an inquisitive photographer asked.
"Husbands
are scarce," she said.
"You know any better way for me
to beat the competition?"179
Popular magazines portrayed post-maternal women more
obliquely.180

The almost complete absence of post-maternal

models in popular magazines suggested that the older or
pregnant women were blemished.

Magazines pictured post-

maternal women not as examples of ideal women, a position
fulfilled by pre-maternal models, but as a figure needing
fixing.

The term "figure flaws" applied to some pre-

maternal women who did not meet the ideal form and to all
post-maternal women whose aging and possibly postpartum
bodies took them further away from a pre-maternal figure.
This cagy term was used most frequently in the text of
fashion spreads.

More blunt terminology was reserved for

the occasional article concerning odd events or the
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advertisements interspersed among editorial content.
Post-maternal women were rarely found in Glamour; they
were reserved for magazines directed at an older audience.
The June 1963 issue of Good Housekeeping featured a matronly
model skipping along the beach.

Clad in a one-piece suit

and flowery bathing cap, the woman demonstrated that
retaining a youthful figure was "child's play."181

During

the next fashion era, Woman's Day advised consumers to
"Enjoy the security of a stunning swimsuit that shows off
your spectacular shape or solves your particular figure
problem" with "Swimsuits to Flatter Every Figure."
Dramatically-posed youthful models needed help in the length
of their torsos or the flatness of their stomachs.

Sedate

older models each had a dire "figure problem" and needed "a
lot of control," "maxi-control," or an "extra-large swim
dress."182

Six years later the same publication listed the

summertime priorities of a family-oriented, maillot-clad
woman:

" [Tjhere's still work to be done, humidity to be

endured, an acceptable appearance to be maintained, meals to
be prepared."183
Less conventional and more infrequent magazine articles
and advertisements more graphically described unattractive
post-maternal characteristics.

In the latter 1950s Dotty

Ferragarao's neighbors considered her "a bad influence, or
just a funny warm weather spectacle or just dotty."

The

mother of three, the 3 3-year-old Ferragamo periodically

Illustration XXVIII
A post-maternal woman sports a modest bathing suit.
Good Housekeeping. June 1963.

Illustration XXIX
Pre- and post-maternal women wear bathing suits and strike
poses appropriate to their ages.
"Swimsuits to Flatter Every Figure," Woman's D a y . July 1972.
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donned a bikini, turned up her record player, and began "to
shake and shimmy" in her backyard.184

A 1972 promotion for

Evertone Stretch Mark Lotion headed "No-Body Wants Stretch
Marks" portrayed one pre-maternal and one post-maternal
woman.

The unfortunate pre-maternal woman confessed, "'I've

never been pregnant and if I didn't have these ugly,
embarrassing stretch marks on my 34-C bust, I'd be able to
wear low-cut clothing.'"

The distressed post-maternal woman

asserted, "'I've had two children, but I am so unhappy with
the stretch marks on my legs, body and bust, they make me
feel ashamed to be seen in a bathing suit or low cut
clothes.'"185

In the next fashion era, the "5 Minute Body

Shaper Plan" toned the stomach of a young mother, curing her
self-admitted shame and depression.186
Photographs add yet another layer of interpretation to
material suits and popular literature.
rely on form, materials or written text.

Photographs do not
Rather, they

describe the symbiotic relationship between bathing-suit
producers and consumers.

Because the photographs supporting

this study do not depict the full spectrum of women who wore
bathing suits, there are not examples from each fashion era
to illustrate the dichotomies.

Consequently, each set of

opposites is encoded in an example or examples from
arbitrary fashion eras.
Photographs, unlike popular literature, can not
attribute ruffles and skirts to the virgin category and
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animal prints to the vamp category.

Less specifically,

photographs interpret some one-piece suits as virginal and
some two-piece suits as vampish.

In the early 1970s, a

woman visited a crowded beach clad in a high-waisted, low
hipped and possibly skirted one-piece suit, her long hair
partially concealed by a wide-brimmed hat.187

The bikini

worn by the Florida nightclub dancer in 1962, on the other
hand, embodied overtly vampish characteristics.188
Ethnicity is not well depicted by the limited
photography collection, which portrays only white tourists.
The forms of the photographed bathing suits, and the skin
color and activities of the bathing-suit wearers indicate
the reaction of women to the increasingly popular tanned
look.

Tans, like Indian and other fashionably ethnic

prints, had an exotic allure for women who were obviously
white.

Photographs indicate that a crowded beach at least

from the early 1960s boasted numerous women stretched out
under the sun.

By the early 1970s deeply-tanned women

visited beaches.189
Photographs of pre- and post-maternal women suggest
that women generally strove towards the youthful ideal
pushed by popular magazines.

These women did not all limit

themselves to bathing-suit styles deemed appropriate by
advertisers.

From the early 1960s through the latter 1970s

bare-headed pre-maternal women wore fashionable bikinis
appropriate to their youthful status.190

Illustration XXX
Bathers along the Delaware/Maryland shoreline, 8 and 9 July
1972.
Jerry Mesmer-Adams Studio, Prints & Photographs Division,
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.

Illustration XXXI
Bathers along the Delaware/Maryland shoreline, 8 and 9 July
1972.
Jerry Mesmer-Adams Studio, Prints & Photographs Division,
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
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Not surprisingly, most women on the beaches were postmaternal.

In the mid-1960s a woman made post-maternal by

virtue of "figure flaws," namely, a body type larger than
the ideal, strolled along Hawaii's Waikiki Beach clad in a
one-piece, low-hipped, figure-molding suit.191

In July

1972, another otherwise young woman looked towards the ocean
from the Delaware/Maryland shoreline wearing a one-piece,
low-hipped suit with a concealing overskirt.192

Aging women

on an Atlantic City beach in 1961 covered their hair with
bathing caps and dressed in socially-acceptable low-hipped,
figure-molding suits.193

Sixteen years later, the same city

saw a middle-aged woman strolling down the boardwalk clad
modestly in a one-piece suit covered with a street skirt.194
Not all post-maternal consumers, largely young women
with non-ideal body types, lived strictly by the image
promoted in popular magazines.

The "flawed" woman visiting

Waikiki Beach in the mid-1960s was accompanied by a friend
of the same body type clad in a two-piece suit baring a
midriff which would not have been sanctioned by Glamour.195
The summer of 1972 saw a bikini-clad woman reach forward,
her unmolded midriff overlapping the bikini's waistline.196
The three groups of evidence express what cultural
messages are encoded in bathing suits and how such messages
are transmitted.

Societal regulations leading to social

approval or legal punishment show how society understands
and interprets these messages.

The bathing suits worn by

Illustration XXXII
Bathers along Waikiki Beach, Hawaii, mid-1960s.
Prints & Photographs Division, Library of Congress,
Washington, D.C.

Illustration XXXIII
Boardwalk scenes in Atlantic City, New Jersey as the city
prepares for legal gambling, 27 July 1977.
Prints & Photographs Division, Library of Congress,
Washington, D.C.
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and interprets these messages.

The bathing suits worn by

beauty contestants and the topless bathing suit embody
extremes of the gender dichotomies.

The common reactions to

the respective suits indicate how society decodes and
assimilates the encoded messages.
Bathing suits worn in beauty competitions comply with
the societal taboo stemming from gender dichotomies.

Such

suits emphasize quasi taboo bodily regions and conceal areas
of absolute taboo.

By exposing and molding certain

segments, the suits suggest that the sexual, ethnic and age
dichotomies are stable.

The cultural message embodied by

suits worn by beauty contestants, then, is one of
predictable stability.

Stability is apparent through a

material suit worn by a former beauty contestant and through
magazines documenting beauty competitions.197
A 1972 Sandcastle brand bathing suit made of nylon
sports a daisy and polka-dot print on a brown background.
Under shoulder straps is a V-neck with a built-in bra.

An

undersuit peeks from beneath a full skirt which stems from
an elastic waist marked by a yellow cotton braided tie
(Figure 20).

While the suit was not worn in a beauty

contest, it was worn by a 47-year-old woman who at age 18
had been Miss Pin-Up of Richmond and Miss Pin-Up of
Virginia.

She later modelled for Miller and Rhodes.

Although the material suit does not represent a
particular style worn in a beauty contest, it embodies quasi
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stable as those inherent in the previously-examined bathing
suits.

The suit's wearer, an upper-middle to upper-class

woman of Richmond, Virginia pitted her feminine
attractiveness against that of other like-minded women and
later modelled as an example of the feminine ideal.

It is

safe to conclude that in 1972, she still subscribed to the
rules of social acceptability.
Popular magazines illustrate the sexual, ethnic and age
dichotomies played out in bathing suits endorsed by
competitions.

By extension, the format of the contests,

which is the same for smaller county and state pageants as
well as for the larger Miss America competition, derives
from the gender dichotomies inherent in the contestant's
bathing suits.

The Miss America competition, which serves

as a pattern for smaller pageants and has been an annual
tradition since 1921, runs its contestants through a series
of competitions including swimsuit, evening gown,
personality and talent.

By the latter 1960s, the evening

gown and swimsuit competition were weighted equally, talent
counted double these categories, and Miss America was not
allowed publicly to wear a bathing suit during her
reign.198
Bathing-suited beauty contestants all veer away from
any taint of vampishness towards an image of maidenhood.
Childlike and innocent, beauty contestants maintain the
fairy-tale unreality of a beauty contest by mimicking
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reality.

In their parallel world, contestants strive

towards the female ideal, a fully sanctioned member of
society.
In their mock world contestants play grown-up by
patterning their actions after their government's.

Like

politicians, women who have achieved such titles as Miss
American Legion and Miss Traffic Safety wish to represent
their state, and state representatives strive to represent
America.

The woman who is elected to the post of Miss

America possesses a cultural power molded after the legal
power of the United States President to reign over women
rampant with vampishness, a less-than-snowy-white complexion
and/or age.

Bert Parks, longtime master of ceremonies for

the Miss America pageant, noted that Miss America
epitomizes all that is meaningful — patriotism,
church, family, devotion, discipline, respect for
authority, success earned through clean living and hard
effort.
She is America the Beautiful.199
When campaigning, virginal hopefuls take their place
within an innocent family structure and shun distasteful
temptations with childlike impunity.

Until pageant judges

acknowledge one woman as the ultimate symbol of female
purity, all contestants are continuously protected by
"motherly" chaperons.

In the case of the Miss America

competition, they may not speak with a father, brother or
any other man without a chaperon present, may not date
without a chaperon, and may not marry unless approved by
pageant officials.200

Pseudo-mothers calm Miss America
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contestants by designating a Prayer Corner and a Giggle
Corner for appropriate activities, and allowing "teen-age
food" —
—

peanut-butter sandwiches, pretzels and potato chips

in the communal dressing room.201
Problems continually threaten to taint contestants.

If

solved quickly enough and in the right manner, the
contestant still has a chance to win the crown.

The most

threatening obstacle takes form in the pageant judges.

In

1969 Miss Texas advocated looking at the judges while
thinking "innocent thoughts."

Miss Virginia, on the other

hand, avoided eye contact so a judge would not "think [Miss
Virginia] was playing to him."

Twelve years earlier,

several contestants, who did not win the Miss America title,
made typical childish mistakes.

"Miss Puerto Rico lost the

record she was supposed to dance to.

Miss Alabama lost

weight and her clothes began to sag.

Miss Oklahoma, in

excitement, lost her lunch."202

Miss Oklahoma of 1949,

while modeling in a fashion show for the Oklahoma State
Florists' Association, began to cry when she found an
embarrassing hole in her bathing suit.203
All beauty pageants, whether the Miss America or Miss
Black America competition, promote the white ideal.
Specifically African-American competitions pattern
themselves after white competitions and, by extension, the
white ideal.

At the same time, such contests are invariably

touted as a political reaction to the predominantly white
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tradition of female beauty.

In 1968 the Miss Black America

pageant was staged in Atlantic City at the same time as the
more well-publicized Miss America competition.204

The same

year Ebony produced "Something For The Boys," photographs of
pin-up models clad in bathing suits, the format of which
closely resembled the Sports Illustrated swimsuit issue
started four years earlier.205
The increasing number of black women competing in
beauty contests was continually hailed as a political
victory by popular magazines, especially those aimed at an
African-American audience.

Celebrating the increase, Ebony

denounced the exclusivity of the white ideal by stating
"[B]eauty has so often been considered the exclusive
property of 'the fair,' automatically implying that there is
something foul about being dark."206

To counteract, however

superficially, the foulness associated with black women,
winners of black pageants were labeled not only Miss Black
America, but also Miss Brownskin America, Miss Sepia
Philadelphia and Miss Negro Press Photographer.207

A

Jamaican contest even judged women within shades ranging
from black to white; ten women ranged the spectrum from Miss
Ebony to Miss Appleblossom.208
Beauty contests inevitably see youth win out over age.
In accordance with the age dichotomy, the pre-maternal ideal
pushed by pageants is a precursor to a desired post-maternal
state.

Winners' titles usually start with Miss, and

Illustration XXXIV
Beauty contestants divided by gradations of skin tone.
"Ten Queens for Jamaica," Life, 20 February 1956.
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state.

Winners7 titles usually start with Miss, and

occasionally end with Princess, terms denoting respect for
unmarried, pre-maternal women.

Bolstering the youthful

image is the appeal of college students as contestants.

In

1949 Life followed Miss Oklahoma, a University of Tulsa
student busy preparing for the Miss America competition.
Her youthful stamina accommodated such activities as ballet
and singing lessons, bathing-suit fittings, an occasional
class and the shunning of boyfriends.209

The mid-1960s saw

the educational achievements of a Miss New York State and
Miss Tampa contestants touted.210

Miss America, the

position to which such contestants aspired, came with a
scholarship prize.211
The image of a winner7s pre-maternal perfection
frequently leads to marriage.

The beginning and end of the

1950s saw Ebony and Life, respectively, document the lives
of former Miss Americas.

While occasional scandals,

divorces and part-time careers occupied a few of the women,
most quickly opted for the post-maternal state.

Miss Negro

Press Photographer and Miss Detroit Street Railways, both of
1950, married within two years of completing their
reigns.212

The bulk of the former Miss Americas portrayed

through 1959 were pictured with and defined through their
husbands, children and, in some cases, grandchildren.213
In 1969, Sports Illustrated outlined the monies granted to
Miss America which added up to a "handsome dowry."214

Ill

Whereas a bathing suit worn in a beauty competition
idealizes the wearer, the topless bathing suit, sometimes
referred to as the monokini, demystifies the wearer.

The

idealization of the bathing-suit wearer hinges on the
concealment and shaping of absolute taboo regions such as
the breasts.

The demystification of the wearer relies on

the exposure of such regions which, in turn, prevents the
wearer from striving towards the ideal.

Other bathing suits

conceal and mold the breasts into a fashionable shape not
found in nature.

The topless suit allows the breasts to

retain their own shape.
The topless bathing suit disrupts quasi and absolute
taboos and, by extension, the three major dichotomies from
which the taboos derive.

The topless suit, unlike all other

forms of socially-acceptable western clothing, does not
conceal all regions of absolute taboo.
indicate that the dichotomies are awry.

The disrupted taboos
The message

inherent in the topless bathing suit, then, is one of
confusion, which it expresses in magazine articles
concerning the suit.
Like the material bathing suits of any fashion era,
Rudi Gernreich's 1964 topless suit draws attention to and
conceals bodily regions embodying quasi and absolute taboos.
The suit's waistline emphasizes the partially exposed
midriff, and the thin shoulder straps point to the
shoulders.

The briefs cover the absolute taboo-laden
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genital area.

Unlike material suits of any fashion era, the

suit exposes the absolute taboo region of the breasts, and
the shoulder straps cut between and thereby emphasize the
breasts.
Whereas the sexual, ethnic and age dichotomies inherent
in bathing suits used in beauty competitions are best
described by popular magazines, the pairs embodied in the
topless suit are most apparent through the suit itself.

In

the case of the topless suit, the three dichotomies, like
the quasi and absolute taboos embodied in the same suit, are
askew.

The suit, because it does not conceal one of the two

major absolute taboo areas, does not allow the wearer to
fall on the virgin half of the sexual dichotomy.
same time, the wearer is not a vamp.

At the

The potential

vampishness inherent in other suits relies on the molding
and idealization of the breasts and may not fully play
itself out.

The topless suit likewise confuses the black-

white dichotomy.

Topless and plain black, the suit does not

embody the fashion industry's concept of exotic which relies
on forms concealing taboo areas as well as on animal or
floral patterns.

And while the wearer may gain a nearly

full-body tan, the exotic allure of such a tan resides in
its inability to reveal itself completely? tan lines affirm
that the wearer is indeed white.215

The young-old

dichotomy, like the other two pairs, is moot.

The wearer of

a topless bathing suit is neither pre- or post-maternal.
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The exposed breasts of any woman, whether youthful or aging,
veer away from the ideal.
Popular magazines of the mid-1960s indicate that the
American public was largely shocked and fascinated by the
topless bathing suit.

The American public used witticisms,

denouncements and, finally, legal action to place breasts
under wraps.

Comedians saw the production and occasional

wearing of the topless suit as fodder for jokes which
highlight the widespread discomfort with a non-idealized
female form.

Mort Sahl said, "The police are apprehensive

of what these suits will reveal.
reveal nothing.1,216

I'm apprehensive they'll

Calling the suit "Fashion's Best Joke

on Itself in Years," Life's fashion columnist stated that "a
bare-breasted woman in broad daylight is chiefly
unnerving.1,217

More soberly, one Washington Post

editorialist asserted, " [B]eauty is seen in the brassiere,
not in the bosom."218
Legal action prohibited the wearing of the topless suit
and pains were taken to punish those who did so publicly.
The case of Toni Lee Shelley, the 19-year-old model who was
arrested for wearing the topless suit, exemplifies the
reaction to the few women who openly wore the topless suit.
Shelley was the first woman to unveil herself and alerted
the local media of her plans.

Arrested for unsuitably

exposing herself, Shelley faced a stiff fine.219
Post-1960s articles asserted that most Americans
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adjusted to the shock of bare-breasted women.

Such articles

frequently treated the initial shock with amusement reserved
for outdated, prudish sentiments.

Despite the air of amused

tolerance and rampant predictions of imminent and widespread
toplessness for both sexes, topless suits never achieved the
popularity of the bikini or maillot.

The bathing suits

which achieved popularity are those embodying balanced
dichotomies.

The original 1964 shots of Gernreich's topless

model Peggy Moffit, in which Moffit rarely revealed her
breasts but posed from the back or shielding her breasts
from view, were not re -modeled and -shot to expose the
breasts.

In addition, the occasional full-front picture

taken of Shelley and other offenders were not widely
reprinted.

Six years after the topless suit was produced, a

1970 Ronrico Rum advertisement portrayed a tank-clad model
resembling Peggy Moffit covering her breasts as a Gernreich
look-alike prepared to cut the shoulder strap.
advertisement asked, "Ron Rico.
topless bathing suit?"

The

Didn't he pioneer the

Two years later, The Washington Post

reported that the topless suit was "a social phenomenon"
which had become fashionable in St. Tropez and would soon
become the norm at American beaches.

Citing the advantages

of the suit, the article neglected to include
photographs.220
The topless suit was the most well-publicized of
Gernreich's shocking creations.

Through his designs,

Illustration XXXV
Ronrico Rum considered itself as shocking as the topless
bathing suit.
Advertisement, Vogue, May 1970.
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Gernreich asserted that men's and women's fashions could be
unisex, that underwear could be worn as outerwear, and that
women's breasts should not necessarily be kept under
cover.221

Gernreich designed many suits from a matte jersey.

Fashion buyers were shocked that the wet jersey showed the
wearer's nipples, to which Gernreich replied, "'Wouldn't it
be worse if they didn't?'"222

From similar material came a

1954 unconstructed suit which saw the start of Gernreich's
unconventional bathing suits.

The 1954 suit was quickly

followed with a suit sporting side cutouts (Figure 21).

The

production of the topless bathing suit made 1964 a memorable
year.

One decade later, Gernreich produced the thong, a

one- or two-piece suit which used a shoestring back to draw
attention to exposed hips and buttocks.223
The bathing suits worn by beauty contestants clash with
many of Rudi Gernreich's creations, most notably the topless
bathing suit.

Whereas the media continually praises the

annually-elected Miss America for her feminine beauty, it
denounced Toni Lee Shelley as indecent.

While social

censure inhibits conscious violations of gender constructs,
such violations are not always punishable by law.

As

Shelley stated outside the police station, "[T]hey didn't
know if they could pin anything on me."224
Material bathing suits, popular literature and
photographs, then, express the gender dichotomies encoded in
bathing suits.

Society translates the decoded messages into
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societal regulations, lauding Miss America and denouncing
the topless bathing suit.

The theories of Mary Douglas and

John O'Neill move this analysis past what may be derived
only from the three groups of evidence.

This study has

established that the first level of the two-tiered fashion
system consists of superficial fashion change.

The theories

of Douglas and O'Neill, when used to frame the findings from
the evidence, suggest that the second level of the fashion
system derives from the gender dichotomies encoded in
bathing suits.

The positive and negative, quasi and

absolute taboo, forces rooted in the dichotomies are, in
turn, rooted in unchanging cultural constructs.

These

constructs lend stability and order to society.

Encoded in

bathing suits, then, is a full picture of the fashion
system.
When used in conjunction with each other, the theories
of John O'Neill and Mary Douglas indicate that taboos relate
equally to the societal body and the individual physical
bodies within the society.
order.

In doing so, taboos create

Of the three types of anthropomorphized societal

bodies outlined by O'Neill, the moral body relates both to a
society or an individual.225

In Purity and Danger: An

Analysis of the Concepts of Pollution and Taboo. Douglas
argues that the body is a symbol of the social system in
which it operates.

In its quest for unattainable or

unsustainable purity, a culture's communal negation of what
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it deems impurity creates a unity among its members.
While a culture strives towards a state of purity,
impurity stabilizes society.

It works on two levels.

On

the first, most obvious level, people within a society
exhort others to avoid impurity and live according to
beliefs which create a stable society.

The beliefs stem

from the second level which calls on mystical and natural
forces to give credence to and enforce a society's beliefs.
If an individual violates the beliefs, then she steps in the
realm of impurity and unbalances not only the social order,
but also the forces of the universe.
Douglas narrows her focus to impurities stemming from
sex differences which are representative of the social
order.

They represent larger dichotomies of order and

disorder, being and non-being, life and death.
sexes symbolize two separate social units.

The two

Depending on the

social system, women and men adhere to sexual rituals and
meanings in which the sexuality of either sex is considered
more impure.

The purity-impurity dichotomy does not

necessarily reflect the way that women and men actually
relate to each other, but is a reflection of and a
projection onto a hierarchical matriarchal or patriarchal
society.226
Although Douglas discusses the role of taboo within
"primitive," primarily non-western societies, her theory
applies to contemporary western societies as much as those
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of O'Neill and structuralist Claude Levi-Strauss.

Whereas

Douglas and O'Neill focus on the components of the tabooed
body, Levi-Strauss discusses the way society uses taboos.
He argues that totemism, a term encompassing all taboos, is
the way that "civilized" western humans may separate their
culture from nature, from those different from the
civilized.

Levi-Strauss asserts that the division between

culture and nature, on which totemism is based, is a false
categorization of reality.227
The human body, then, encapsulates societal taboos.
Art historians and feminist scholars alike use a variety of
methods to better understand common western perceptions of
the human body.

Art historians Kenneth Clark and, later,

Anne Hollander studied the history of the nude through,
among other mediums, paintings, sculpture and photography.
Clark and Hollander assert that within picture-oriented
societies, the common concept of the human body is taken not
from an intimate knowledge of the workings of the human
body, but through a distancing look at the body through
clothing.

In his early study of the nude, Clark asserts

that in the human quest to perfect the human body, artists
idealize the nude.228

Building upon Clark's work,

Hollander asserts that the clothed human form is more
comprehensible than the nude body.

She concludes that nudes

in western art and in western perception take their form
from the clothing fashionable at that time.229
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Neither Clark nor Hollander could avoid the
implications of clothing in relation to the ideal nude form.
While they include both female and male forms in their
respective analyses, feminist author Naomi Wolf focuses on
the female form.

Wolf asserts that women subscribe to a

"beauty myth" popularized through the magazine media aimed
at a female audience.

According to the myth, women should

not define their attractiveness through their physical body,
but through outside forces, such as diet, exercise and
clothing, which shape the body.

Wolf points out that the

products required to trim down and clothe the body are aimed
specifically at women.

They illustrate the importance of

women's, as opposed to men's, physical attractiveness.

Wolf

describes a woman under the ultimate influence of the myth
promoted in magazines:
[The] obligatory beauty myth dosage the magazines
provide elicits in their readers a raving, itching,
parching product lust, and an abiding fantasy:
the
longing for some fairy godmother who will....[fill] her
bathroom [with] exactly the right kind of skin-care
products, with step-by-step instructions, and palettes
of exactly the required makeup.
The kindly phantom
will have colored and cut [the magazine reader's] hair
to perfection, made over her face, and painlessly
nipped and tucked it.
In her closet she will discover
a complete wardrobe arranged by season and occasion,
color-coordinated and accessorized on shoe trees and in
hatboxes.
The refrigerator will be full of miniature
vegetables, artfully displayed in prepared gourmet
meals, with Perrier and Evian water virtuously ranged.
She will deliver herself into a world of female
consumer apotheosis, beyond appetite.230
The forces outlined by Wolf play a role in defining
femininity as it relates to the female form.

By taking an
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even closer look at the female body, feminist Susan
Brownmiller determines the difference between culturated
gender and biological sex.

She argues that the standards of

gender, specifically femininity, are constantly changing,
and that women must live up to the standards to gain social
approval.

The impact of cultural forces on the physical

body as well as on outside forces such as clothing
illustrates the power of gender.231
Brownmiller's work is especially relevant to a
discussion of the bodily regions encompassing quasi or
absolute taboos, which are distinct from each other.
Brownmiller focuses on the ironic double meanings in
absolute taboo regions.

Pubic hair, she states, "is coarse

hair...and an allegorical, idealized woman can have nothing
coarse about her."

She continues, "Nipples and lactation

appear to be a problem...yet nipples and milk ducts are
really what breasts are all about."232
The three groups of evidence use Douglas's purityimpurity model, analogous to O'Neill's societal model, as a
tool to reach otherwise unattainable conclusions.

The

purity-impurity model encompasses gender and, under that
umbrella category, dichotomies encoded in bathing suits.
Bathing suits strive to deliver the pure or socially
acceptable message through constant revisions of form and
materials but can never succeed in eradicating its inherent
impure message.

The pure message is the most explicit, the
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impure, implicit.

Likewise, purity expresses itself through

shifting quasi taboo bodily regions, and impurity through
unchanging absolute taboo areas.
characterized as follows:

The dichotomies are

gender (masculine = purity,

feminine = impurity); under femininity is sexuality (virgin
= purity, vamp = impurity), ethnicity (white = purity, black
= impurity), and age (young = purity, old = impurity).
A pure woman, then, would be impossibly virginal, white
and pre-maternal.

An impure woman would be vampish, non

white or post-maternal, and possibly all three.

According

to Douglas, "The initial recognition of anomaly leads to
anxiety and from there to suppression or avoidance."233
It is given that purity and impurity are rooted in
relations between men and women in "primitive" cultures and
keep societal order.

Likewise, purity and impurity express

themselves through the gender dichotomies encoded in bathing
suits which, in turn, are rooted in gendered cultural
constructs.

Constructs operate on the fashion system's

stable second level and maintain societal order.
give material form to intangible beliefs —
constructs —

Objects

cultural

and taboo practices as they relate to the

human body and, by extension, to the societal body.

If

objects violate cultural constructs, they violate societal
stability which must then be reaffirmed.
Because of their barely socially acceptable skimpiness,
bathing suits are the most accessible signifiers of gender
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taboos and dichotomized gender constructs.

Therefore, an

individual who upholds gender constructs and, thus, societal
order and exhorts others to do the same may wear and condone
only bathing suits which do not violate gender taboos in
their form or materials.

An individual who wishes to

violate societal order may alter a bathing suit's form or
materials so that the wearer violates gender taboos.

The

first, upstanding individual condones and possibly tunes
into the annual Miss America beauty pageant, which boasts a
bathing suit competition.

The second, rebellious individual

may wear a topless bathing suit.
Because a bathing suit worn in a
helps shape

and cover the wearer in a

manner, it affirms societal order.

beauty competition
widely condoned

Contrarily, the topless

bathing suit strips the wearer of not only the conventional
top, but also a potentially ideal body.

Gernreich's topless

creation thereby challenges societal order.

Beauty

contestants constantly tried not to violate gender taboos
and thereby maintain the stability of gender constructs.
The topless

bathing suit, on the other hand,

blatantly

disrupts dichotomized taboos and wreaks havoc with gender
constructs.

The reaction to this suit stemmed from the

realization, however unconscious, that it undermined
established gender constructs at work in every individual's
daily life.

The criticisms, witticisms and legal action

taken against topless women were attempts to reestablish
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societal order.

Not surprisingly, the topless suit did not

achieved the popularity of the maillot and bikini.

Society

promises potential popularity to those who adhere to
established gender constructs, and condemns the societal
disorder caused by those who disrupt gender constructs.
Miss America and Toni Lee Shelley purposely chose to
wear bathing suits giving tangible form to gender taboos and
gender constructs.

Whereas Miss America annually supports

taboos and constructs and consistently wins the adulation of
millions, Toni Lee Shelley violated them and suffered brief
infamy.

This chapter has decoded the messages built into

material bathing suits, popular literature and photographs
to find three sets of dichotomies related to gender.

The

double-edged categories of sexuality, ethnicity and age
promise potential perfection to bathing-suit consumers.

By

emphasizing or concealing areas of quasi and absolute taboo,
bathing suits suggest that the ideal woman subscribes to the
positive and rejects the negative halves of the pairings.
When placing this analysis into a framework circumscribed by
Mary Douglas and John O'Neill, it becomes clear that the
struggle between the incompatible pairs embodied in bathing
suits is a struggle between unreachable purity and
ubiquitous impurity.

Virgin and vamp, white and black,

youth and age, quasi and absolute taboo, purity and
impurity, stem from gendered cultural constructs.

That the

dichotomies and, by extension, the constructs never change
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is evidenced by the acceptance of Miss America's bathing
garments and the rejection of the topless bathing suit.

The

metaphor of societal stability, played out in the bathingsuit wearer's continual adherence to and deviation from
cultural constructs, forms the stable base of the fashion
system's second level.

The fundamental message embodied in

bathing suits, then, is that cultural constructs maintain
societal order.
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Conclusion
[H]aving once finally faced the fact that I am five
feet three, comfortably over thirty, and do not live my
life in a wind tunnel, a seraglio, or the African
veldt, the wide variance between my own appearance and
what I see in fashion photographs has ceased to trouble
m e .234
Shana Alexander, Life's 1965 columnist for "The Feminine
Eye" thus began her wry explanation of why she purchased a
mesh bikini inspired by Cole's 1964 Scandal Suit.

Admitting

that she was a post maternal and therefore unfashionable
woman, Alexander assumed that many readers of this popular
magazine had also noted the differences between their non
ideal selves and the ideal women promoted in fashion
spreads.
To most contemporary readers, such an article does no
more than place a particular style of bathing suit within a
particular time.

The same goal is accomplished by most of

the scholarly work done on women's bathing suits.

While

these works document the history of bathing-suit fashions,
they do not theorize about the significance of bathing suits
within American society.

The successive four chapters of

this study, on the other hand, treat bathing suits as
objects in which cultural messages are encoded and decoded.
The interpretation of these messages leads to a deeper
125
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analysis than initially suggested by the excerpted article.
Bathing suits produced between 1950 and 1980 operate on
the two symbiotic levels of the fashion system.

The first

level is one of superficial change, while the second is one
of societal stability.

The first level, the one to which

costume historians pay the most attention, is characterized
by fashion changes occurring roughly every eight years.
Within this study's thirty year span, there were four
fashion changes.

They occurred from 1950 to 1958, 1959 to

1965, 1966 to 1972, and 1973 to 1980.

These dates mark the

variance in the forms and materials of bathing suits.
All bathing suits, regardless of the fashion era in
which they were produced, subscribe to the second level of
the fashion system.

This level is composed of cultural

constructs ensuring continual societal stability.

This

study pinpoints gender constructs as the representative of
other constructs.

Gender first breaks down into the

dichotomy of masculine and feminine, then into three pairs:
sexuality (virgin and vamp), ethnicity (white and black) and
age (young and old).

These pairs play out on the human and,

by extension, societal body via gender taboos.

Bodily

taboos, divided into quasi and absolute taboos, link both
gender constructs to bathing suits themselves, which
encapsulate gender taboos and, therefore, gender constructs.
This study draws from the works of costume historians
to fill out the first level of the fashion system and frames
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the second level with the works of anthropologists Mary
Douglas and John O'Neill.

Both levels play out in three

sources of primary evidence, women's bathing suits from two
museum collections, popular magazines and, to a lesser
extent, photographs.
Life's Shana Alexander appeared more amused than
distressed at the differences between her body and the ideal
and openly poked fun at the inappropriate, unrealistic
settings of bathing-suit spreads.

At the same time, the

fashion columnist did not completely disdain and, in fact,
purchased the seemingly ridiculous mesh suit.

Alexander's

attitude represents the mindset of many female consumers who
do not look beyond the superficial level of fashion change
to the meanings inherent in the bathing suits they purchase,
wear and discard.

By drawing attention to the cultural

messages embodied in such suits this study outlines the role
that women's bathing suits produced between 1950 and 1980
play in late twentieth-century American society.

APPENDIX
BATHING SUITS 1950-1980
Date:
1949
Maker:
Catalina
Origin:
California
Area of use:
Carabelle Beach, south of Tallahassee,
Florida (owned coast house)
Collection:
Division of Costume, Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D.C. (hereafter referred to as Smithsonian)
Description:
Pink and plum 1/2" flowers with darker
central dot on white; full white cotton lining; elasticbottom legs; back zipper; halter straps to tie around neck
or button onto back; tag reads "Catalina of California
Creations"
Provenance:
Worn by Mrs. Jennings Rehwinkle (Myrtle),
5'7", 135 lbs, schoolteacher.
Purchased in Tallahassee for
$15.
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Date:
1950
Collection:
Division of Clothing and Textiles, Valentine
Museum, Richmond, Virginia (hereafter referred to as
Valentine)
Description:
Rayon jersey; navy blue; ballerina suit; two
standing triangles per side over bust (possibly flop down
when worn); .5" button-on halter strap; blue acetate full
body lining; 12" back zipper; flared skirt with four
horizontal sewn-in wave patterns; possibly hand-made; center
back length 22"; center front length 24"; width 26"
Provenance:
Donated and possibly worn by Mrs. David W.
Mayer.
Worn condition.
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Date:
1950
Collection:
Valentine
Description:
Red and white diamond pattern on blue; white
trim at neckline; boxer legs; two shoulder straps with one
hook each; boning in bra; adjustable bra back; back zipper
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Date:
c. 1950
Maker:
Rose Marie Reid
Origin:
California
Area of use:
possibly Richmond, Virginia
Collection:
Valentine
Description:
Everglaze (crease-resistant fabric);
horizontal turquoise pattern on white; boxer legs; narrow
shoulder straps; boning in bra; boning down back zipper;
back side elastic shirring; white cotton bodice lining;
nylon panty lining
Provenance:
Worn by Sue Williams, born 1890?, died 1976.
Williams lived in Richmond, Virginia for many years as a
boarder/companion in the house of life-long resident Mary
Beck, and worked as a secretary for the Richmond Chamber of
Commerce.
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Date:
c. 1950
Maker:
Rose Marie Reid
Origin:
Area of use:
Richmond, Virginia
Collection:
Valentine

California

Description:
Cotton; grey and brown print on white of
horse, knight, castle; boxer legs;
boned and shirred back
zipper; detachable button-on straps, tie at neck; cotton
lining and boning in bra; nylon lining in bottom; front
neckline to hem 24.25"
Provenance:
died 1989.

Worn by Mrs. Wesley

Wright, Sr., born 1902,
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Date:
c. 1950
Area of use:
possibly Franklin, Virginia
Collection:
Valentine
Description:
Nylon; blue; 2" inch button-on cross-over
shoulder straps; sweetheart neckline; fitted bodice with
decorative front shirring; flared skirt with frontal
inverted box pleats; back zipper; tricot panties; center
back length 23"; possibly hand-made
Provenance:
Worn by Mrs. Clifford A. Cutchins, Jr. (Sarah
Vaughn), born 1891, died 1987.
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Date:
c. 1950
Maker:
Jantzen
Origin:
Area of use:
Richmond, Virginia
Collection:
Valentine

California

Description:
Cotton; blue and whitecheckedpattern;
white
cotton pique collar; white cotton lining; three front
buttons; detachable button-on shoulder straps; elastic
shirred back sides; back zipper; boning in bra; boxer legs;
size 16; length 24"
Provenance:
died 1989.

Worn by Mrs. Wesley Wright,

Sr.,

born1902,
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Date:
c. 1950
Collection:
Smithsonian
Description:
Green, white, yellow pattern on blue; scoop
back; shoulder strap with two button-on back straps; boning
in bra; front zipper
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Figure 16
Date:
1950-1959
Collection:
Smithsonian
Description:
Vertical black and white pin stripes? scoop
back; two shoulder straps? two buttons at top back of each
shoulder strap? underwire bra; white skirt with four ruffled
layers; black trim at arras, neck, back, hip, skirt layers?
black bow at left center hip? back zipper? white lining
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Figure 12
Date:
1950s
Maker:
Custom-made
Collection:
Valentine
Description:
Cotton; white flower pattern on black;
sweetheart neckline; boning in neckline; full skirt;
nylon/spandex lining from waist to crotch; double shoulder
straps; back zipper; white cotton lining in bra; left side
of bra lining snaps out to accommodate breast prosthesis
Provenance:
Worn by mother of Mrs. Wesley Wright, Jr.
Mother had mastectomy, and had a suit made with snap-out
lining where she could put her prosthesis
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Date:
1950s
Area of use:
possibly Richmond, Virginia
Collection:
Valentine
Description:
Top:
Cotton gingham, velvet; black and white
checked; velvet trim at top, waist, hips, straps with extra
to tie in back; fitted and boned bodice; full short skirt,
black silk jersey elastic-leg panties attached at waist;
back zipper; length 27"; waist 24"
Bottom:
Cotton gingham, velvet; full skirt
matching top; black velvet trim at waist with extra length
to tie at back; loops for hanging skirt inside waistband;
two horizontal velvet rows stitched around skirt; length
27"; waist 24"
Provenance:
Donated and possibly worn by Mrs. Wesley
Wright, Jr. Wright owned a summer house in Virginia Beach,
Virginia, and sunned herself on a beach but not by a pool.
She preferred cotton bathing suits because they were
comfortable, dried faster and did not cut into her legs.
She believed that "bathing suits are very cruel" and were no
doubt designed by men, and wished that suits could be both
well-designed and flattering.
When Wright reached middle
age, she only purchased bathing suits with full skirts.
She
liked maternity suits because they were not skin-tight, but
large and full.
Sea Waves was her favorite brand of suit.
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Date:
1950s
Collection:
Valentine
Description:
Cotton? red and white stripe; fully lined in
peach? two double string straps knotted at shoulders? cut
horizontally over bust and down sides; bust darts? A-line
skirt; back zipper; tie across back? length 26.5"
Provenance:
Donated, possibly worn by Mrs. David Mayer.
Worn condition.
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Date:
1950s
Collection:
Smithsonian
Description:
Possibly taffeta; dark blue; six white
buttons left of front center from breast to hip; detachable
neck strap; boning in bra

141
Date:
1952
Maker:
Rose Marie Reid
Collection:
Valentine

Origin:

California

Description:
Green lastex, white cotton; pleated at
breasts; shirred center top to crotch; button-on halter
strap with three flat, green plastic buttons; elastic legs;
back darts; back zipper; white cotton bra lining; size 12;
green on white silk tag reads "Original ROSE MARIE REID
CALIFORNIA"
Provenance:

Never worn.
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Figure 3
Date:
1953
Maker:
Rose Marie Reid
Origin:
Area of use:
possibly New York
Collection:
Smithsonian

California

Description:
Pique; white; black and red print at
bustline; boning in bra; elastic sides and back; elastic in
legs; pointed waist; halter straps; tag reads "Original Rose
Marie Reid of CALIFORNIA Size 10"
Provenance:
Worn by Mrs. H.E. Wickenheiser, born 19— ?,
5'2", 108-110 lbs. Purchased at Gimbels or Bloomingdales,
New York, New York. Used for sunbathing.
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Figure 4
Date:
1954
Maker:
Catalina
Origin:
Area of use:
Akron, Ohio
Collection:
Smithsonian

California

Description:
Black; red taffeta rose on left breast, long
green stem runs length to left leg; shirred beneath stem;
detachable button-on strap; tag reads "Catalina of
California
Styled for the Stars of Hollywood Los
Angeles, California Reg. U.S. Patent Office Made in U.S.
Weight 125-140 Size 36
Protect Color Do Not Roll When
Wet"
Provenance:
Worn by Mrs. George L. Demetros, born 1919.
Photographed at club pool for Akron, Ohio Beacon Journal.
Miss Universe later photographed wearing same suit in white.
Purchased at M. O'Neil Co., Akron for $25.
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Figure 13
Date:
1955-1957
Maker:
Jantzen
Origin:
Area of use:
Virginia
Collection:
Smithsonian

California

Description:
Possibly cotton; pink, gray, black, white
purple print; two Y shapes in black stitching on front;
elastic shirred across front; tightly shirred across back;
heart-shaped neckline; boning in bra; two halter straps
attached in front, button-on in back; white lining in front;
tag reads "14/36 Jantzen Made in U.S.A."; size 14/36
Provenance:

.Worn by Edith P. Mayo in high school.
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Date:
mid-1950s
Maker:
Rozanne
Origin:
possibly California
Area of use:
Rhode Island, Massachusetts beaches
Collection:
Smithsonian
Description:
Dupont nylon; navy, white pearl trim;
detachable button-on strap; tag reads "Perfection Fit by
ROZANNE
Size 40 Cup B"
Provenance:
Worn by Mrs. Emma M. O'Connell, born before
1900, married 1917, died 1969.
Height 5'4".
Purchased at
department store in Holyoke, Massachusetts area.
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Date:
Maker:

1956
Rudi Gernreich

Collection:

Origin:

Westwood Knitting
Mills

Smithsonian

Description:
Knit; black; V-neck; bust darts; center front
opening with five mother-of-pearl buttons; round center
back? white cotton crotch lining? length 31"? tag reads
"Rudi Gernreich Design for Westwood Knitting Mills
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Figure 1
Date:
1956
Maker:
Jantzen
Origin:
California
Area of use:
Nassau, Havana cruise, New England
Collection:
Smithsonian
Description:
Salmon-pink? detachable button-on shoulder
straps; boning in bra? shirred front? Jantzen diving girl on
lower left leg
Provenance:
Worn by Miss Mary A. O'Connell, 5'5".
Purchased at A. Steiger's, Holyoke, Massachusetts.
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Date:
1958
Collection:
Valentine
Description:
Lastex; red; attached 2" wide belt with flat
square bow; skirt over elastic legs; 2" wide button-on
halter strap; boning in bra; zippered back
Provenance:

New, never been worn.
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Date:
1959
Maker:
Rose Marie Reid
Origin:
California
Area of use:
Carabelle Beach, Florida
Collection:
Smithsonian
Description:
Top: Possibly cotton or cotton blend;
horizontal pattern — backs of two women and one man seated
in bathing suits, peach skin, yellow, green and red suits,
red and green hats, on white; three bias bands crossing and
coming to a point in front; button-on straps meet in back or
tie in front to form halter
Bottom:
Possibly cotton or cotton blend;
same print as top; three bias bands at waist; flared skirt
seamed in front and back; back zipper; elastic legs
Provenance:
Worn by Mrs. Jennings Rehwinkle, born 1
November 1901, 5 77", 135 lbs.
Purchased in Tallahassee,
Florida late in the summer of 1959 at Turner's for halfprice, roughly $8. She wore it at the Rehwinkle7s coast
house at Carabelle Beach, Florida.
She was a schoolteacher.
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Date:
1960
Maker:
Protegee Exclusive
Area of use:
possibly Virginia
Collection:
Valentine
Description:
Cotton; light blue with white net oversuit;
maternity style; white gross grain ribbon at waist; whiteblue embroidered daisy trim on ribbon and oversuit; 2"
shoulder straps; 15" elastic "waist"; zipper back; elastic
at leg backs; tag reads "Protegee Exclusive" Saks Fifth
A v e ."; length 28.5"
Provenance:

Worn.
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Figure 17
Date:
1960
Maker:
Stork Line Maternity Wear
Area of use:
possibly Richmond, Virginia
Collection:
Valentine
Description:
Cotton; light blue, dark blue abstract
pattern on white; full overskirt attached to top; double
spaghetti straps button-on at back, attached in front; back
zipper; five back buttons over zipper; elastic legs; suit
length 26"; skirt length 24"
Provenance:

Worn by Mrs. Wesley Wright,

Jr.
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Date:
1960
Maker:
Lord & Taylor, 5th Ave
Collection:
Valentine

Origin: possibly New York

Description:
Cotton; blue, purple, green, black pattern on
white; maternity; square neck; straight skirt from shoulders
to thigh tops; button-on back belt with bow; 1" shoulder
straps doubled in front; bodice and cuffed undershorts
beneath skirt; drawstring waist; white jersey crotch;
central front length 24"
Provenance:

Never worn.
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Date:
1960-1963
Collection:
Smithsonian
Description:
Top: Possibly cotton or cotton blend; white
polka dots on blue; ruffles edging top of cups; two string
ties at neck; two string ties at back; cups attached with
white plastic ring; lined in black or dark blue
Bottom:
Possibly cotton or cotton blend;
white polka dots on blue; ruffles edging legs; white plastic
rings at each hip; lined in black or dark blue
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Figure 5
Date:
Maker:

early 1960s
Cavanaughs, Inc.

Area of use:
Collection:

Origin:

St. Thomas, Virgin
Islands

possibly Virginia
Valentine

Description:
Cotton; orange, pink, beige abstract floral
design on white; .5" shoulder straps; attached wrap-around
overskirt; ties at left side; elastic back; fitted bust
lined with white cotton; elastic leg bloomers; back zipper;
front length 3 2"
Provenance:

Possibly worn by Mrs. Horace H. Harrison
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Figure 6
Date:
1964
Maker:
Cole of California
Area of use:
Adelphi, Maryland
Collection:
Smithsonian

Origin:

California

Description:
Ribbed stretch knit;orange; curved
V-neck
extending to slit; five white button-and-loop closures over
slit; two shoulder straps attached at back with two orange
buttons each; scooped back; boning and white lace bra;
orange tricot knit lining in crotch; tag reads "Cole of
California Original"
Provenance:
Worn by Jean Deener Harris, born 27 October
1921, 5'2", 115 lbs. Purchased at Ruth Rider, Langley Park,
Maryland for roughly $30.
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Figure 7
Date:
1964
Maker:
Rudi Gernreich
Collection:
Smithsonian
Description:
Synthetic double knit; black; topless; briefs
ending below bust; elastic waist; two shoulder straps joined
in center front, separated in back
Provenance:
Gernreich was best known for the topless
bathing suit, and sold roughly 3000 pieces at $25 each.
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Figure 14
Date:
1965
Maker:
Oleg Cassini
Collection:
Smithsonian
Description:
Black and white stripes on tan? square neck?
black-and white edging from underarm to hip, hip to hip;
dark tan/grey lining in bra? two padded cups; scoop back;
elastic at edges
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Figure 21
Date:
Maker:

1960-1970
Rudi Gernreich

Collection:

Origin:

Harmon Knitwear,
California

Smithsonian

Description:
Synthetic knit; black; oval cutouts at waist;
scoop neck in front and back; button at top left shoulder
strap;; elastic edges; lining in crotch; length 28'
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Date:
Maker:

1964-1971
Rudi Gernreich

Collection:

Origin:

Harmon Knitting Mills,
California

Smithsonian

Description:
Synthetic knit; black; one shoulder strap
buttoning at top; elastic at all edges; lined crotch
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Figure 10
Date:
Maker:
Collection

1965-1975
Rudi Gernreich

Origin:

Harmon Knitting
Mills

Smithsonian

Description:
Top: Synthetic knit; black; thin halter
straps attached to back strap; metal clip closing between
cups; no lining
Bottom:
Synthetic knit; black; metal clip
closing at left hip; elastic at waist and legs; no lining
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Figure 8
Date:
1966
Area of use:
Clatskanie, Oregon
Collection:
Smithsonian
Description:
Black and white tiger-strip print? bikini?
black mesh cage oversuit
Provenance:
Worn by Sylvia (Mrs. Ivan) Boyer, born 13
January 1937, S'S". Purchased at Sears in Lawrence, Oregon
for roughly $7. Birthday gift from Joanne Armstrong.
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Figure 9
Date:
1967
Maker:
Rudi Gernreich
Collection:
Smithsonian
Description:
Synthetic knit; black? V-neck in front and
back to hip? shoulder straps; oval cutouts from bust to hip;
thin waistband? two belt loops each in front and back? clear
plastic strip attaching front? white nylon lining;
detachable black patent leather belt? tag reads "Rudi
Gernreich Design for Harmon Knitwear"; size 10
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Date:
1968
Maker:
Marimeko (Finnish designer known for printed
fabric)
Area of use:
possibly Richmond, Virginia
Collection:
Valentine
Description:
Top: Cotton? blue floral abstract pattern on
white? two molded bra cups? cord halter straps at top? cord
back straps at bottom? white cotton lining? length 15"?
width 6"
Bottom:
Cotton? blue floral abstract
pattern on white? elastic at waist and legs? hip-hugger
style? white cotton lining? length 9"? waist 24"
Provenance:

Worn by Nancy Mead Hirsch, born 1954.
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Figure 18
Date:
1969
Maker:
EA
Area of use:
Collection:

Grand Junction, Colorado
Smithsonian

Description:
Top: Ribbed; black; stiffened bra; neck
straps button at neck; back straps with black plastic back
clip? tag reads "EA Designer Swim 11/12"
Bottom:
Ribbed; black; hips exposed? two
black plastic clips at each hip
Provenance:
Worn by Sylvia (Mrs. Ivan) Boyer, born 13
January 1937, 5'3". Purchased in 1969 in Grand Junction,
Colorado at Keith O'Brien Department Store for roughly $13.
Worn on a boat.
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Date:
1969
Maker:
Jantzen
Origin:
Area of use:
possibly Virginia
Collection:
Valentine

California

Description:
Top: Polished cotton; brownand white floral
design on black; black button with loop between cups; neck
straps and elastic back with plastic hooks; white lining;
slight padding; size 8
Bottom:
Polished cotton; brown and white
floral design on black; four mock button closing at each
side; elastic waist and legs; size 8
Provenance:
$16.

Donated new from LaVogue Shops.
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Date:
1969
Maker:
e ♦ Stewart
Area of use:
possibly Virginia
Collection:
Valentine
Description:
Top: Possibly nylon; green, pink, blue,
purple floral print on white; two halter straps to tie at
neck; pink band beneath bra fastens at back with round
plastic clips; white lining; tag reads "e. Stewart United
States of America1*; size 12
Bottom:
Possibly nylon; green, pink, blue,
purple floral print on white; skirted; elastic at waist;
pink trim; white lining in crotch
Provenance:
Childs

Donated and possibly worn by Mrs. William F.
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Date:
1971
Maker:
JRS by Catalina
Origin:
California
Area of use:
possibly Richmond, Virginia
Collection:
Valentine
Description:
Top: Nylon; white; .5” halter ties;
elasticized band with back hook; gathered at bottom; "JRS by
Catalina” tag at bottom between cups; between length 11",
strap to strap 30; width 23"
Bottom:
Nylon; white; tan ("flesh-colored")
lining; elastic at waist and legs; hip-hugger style; length
8"; width 23"
Provenance:

Worn by Nancy S. Mead, born 1953.
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Figure 20
Date:
1972
Maker:
Sandcastle
Area of use:
Virginia Beach, Virginia Beach Boardwalk
Show, representing F&M (Sovran) Bank Art Committee
Collection:
Valentine
Description:
Nylon; daisy and polka-dot print on brown;
.5" shoulder straps; V-neck; built-in bra; elastic waist,
full skirt; yellow cotton braided tie at waist; white crotch
lining; size 18
Provenance:
Worn by Mrs. Patsy Kimbrough Pettus, of
upper-middle to upper class of Richmond, Virginia, born
1929. Pettus was Miss Pin-up of Richmond in 1947, then
later Miss Pin-up
of Virginia. She attendedLongwood
College from 1946
to 1950,modelled for Miller and Rhodes,
married in 1951 and has four sons.
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Figure 2
Date:
1973
Maker:
Gottex
Area of use:
possibly Norfolk, Virginia
Collection:
Valentine
Description:
20% spandex and 80% nylon; green,
white,
purple, blue, yellow diamond pattern from right hip to left
shoulder, horizontal and vertical stripes on blue; high neck
with standing collar; exposed back; sleeveless; bra cups;
tan lining in top; white lining in crotch; 1" gold-colored
neck clasp; length 24"
Provenance:

Worn by Mrs. J.D.A. Barr, born1938?
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Figure 11
Date:
1973
Maker:
Bobby Len Fashions
Area of use:
possibly Virginia
Collection:
Valentine
Description:
85% antron nylon, 15% lycra-spandex? green,
purple, pink, red, white polka dots on green, purple, pink,
red, white background forming "Greek key" design? elasticedged V-neck to hip? three buttons closing neck between
cups? halter straps with plastic clasp? two straps from
halter straps to back? elastic at legs? white nylon floral
lace inner bra? tan "flesh" colored stretch lining in
crotch? tag reads "Bobby Len Fashions"? size 13-14
Provenance:
Donated and possibly worn by Mrs. Luther
Coleman Wells.
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Figure 19
Date:
1975
Maker:
Sinclair
Area of use:
possibly Norfolk, Virginia
Collection:
Valentine
Description:
Possibly spandex/nylon? black; cut straight
across top? four straps at each shoulder with central clasp;
tan bra cups with white lace lining? unlined crotch? length
22 "
Provenance:

Worn by Mrs. J.D.A. Barr, born 1938?
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Figure 15
Date:
Maker:

1975
Sandcastle, Niemann-Marcus

Area of use:
Collection:

Origin:

possibly
New York

possibly Norfolk, Virginia
Valentine

Description:
87% nylon, 13% spandex; yellow, white green,
orange floral print on grey-beige; adjustable shoulder
straps crossed, attached at back with plastic hoops; exposed
back; underwire bra? tan lining in bra and crotch? mesh
lining beneath bra; length 27"
Provenance:

Worn by Mrs. J.D.A. Barr, born 1938?
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Date:
1980
Maker:
Sea Waves
Area of use:
possibly Richmond, Virginia
Collection:
Valentine
Description:
Cotton; white and blue pin striped; blue
spaghetti straps; blue belt tie; cotton-nylon bra liner;
back zipper with hooks-and-eyes; high length skirt; blue
cotton panties with elastic waist and leg slits; size 14
Provenance:

Worn by Mrs. Wesley Wright, Jr.
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Date:
1980
Maker:
gabar
Area of use:
possibly Richmond, Virginia
Collection:
Valentine
Description:
Nylon? red, yellow, pink, green, white floral
pattern on blue; blue spaghetti straps? blue belt tie at
right waist? elastic shirring on back sides; back zipper and
hook and eye? boning in bra? light blue sewn-in panties?
back length 31.5"
Provenance:

Worn by Mrs. Wesley Wright,

Jr.
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186. Woman's Day April 1976. In the same fashion era, Cheryl Tiegs
co-authored with Vicki Linder a book ironically titled The Way to
Natural Beauty (New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1980) 15.
In it,
Tiegs outlines characteristics that may afflict pre-maternal women
and inevitably creep up on aging, post-maternal women: "blemishes
and telltale wrinkles, circles under the eyes, extra pounds,
blasted 'cellulite,' bulging thighs...."
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187. Bathers along the Delaware/Maryland shoreline, 8 and 9 July
1972, Jerry Mesmer-Adams Studio, Prints & Photographs Division,
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
188. Nightclub, Cocoa Beach, Florida, 22 February 1962, Prints &
Photographs Division, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
189. Bathers along the Delaware/Maryland shoreline, 8 and 9 July
1972, Jerry Mesmer-Adams Studio, Prints & Photographs Division,
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
190. Beach scenes from Atlantic City during the Democratic National
Convention, 2 May 1961, Prints & Photographs Division, Library of
Congress, Washington D.C.
Bathers along the Delaware/Maryland
shoreline, 8 and 9 July 1972, Jerry Mesmer-Adams Studio, Prints &
Photographs Division, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
191. Bathers along Waikiki Beach, Hawaii, mid-1960s, Prints
Photographs Division, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.

&

192. Bathers along the Delaware/Maryland shoreline, 8 and 9 July
1972, Jerry Mesmer-Adams Studio, Prints & Photographs Division,
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
193. Beach scenes from Atlantic City during the Democratic National
Convention, 2 May 1961, Prints & Photographs Division, Library of
Congress, Washington D.C.
194. Boardwalk scenes in Atlantic City, New Jersey as the city
prepares for legal gambling, 27 July 1977, Prints & Photographs
Division, Library of Congress, Washington. D.C.
195. Bathers along Waikiki Beach, Hawaii, mid-1960s, Prints
Photographs Division, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.

&

196. Bathers along the Delaware/Maryland shoreline, 8 and 9 July
1972, Jerry Mesmer-Adams Studio, Prints & Photographs Division,
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
197. Such contests are strictly within the feminine domain, and do
not have an equivalent in the masculine.
According to the 25
August 1972 issue of Life, "A handsome man is like a parody, the
Mr. Adonis contest discovers."
This "first all-male beauty
pageant," in which 14 men participated, did not begin to touch the
level of commercialism of the Miss America pageant, and was
portrayed as frivolous and laughable by the article.
198. Henry Pang, "Miss America:
An American Ideal, 1921-1969,"
Journal of Popular Culture (Spring 1969):
689. Whatever pageant
officials profess, the bathing-suit competition is central to the
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widespread perception of Miss America and thus, the idealized
American woman.
According to Lois W. Banner in American Beauty
(New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1983) 249, this competition spawned
increasingly popular portrayals of a "bathing beauty" displaying
"her... seminude body as a central symbol of American women."
199. Pat Ryan, "There She Is, Miss America," Sports Illustrated. 6
October 1969, 74.
200. "Life Goes to an Imperial Beauty Contest," Life, 10 September
1951, 154-158. "Beauty Show Chaperon," Life, 1 August 1955, 96-97.
The
"motherly"
Mrs.
McCreary
protected
two
Miss
Universe
contestants from the sailors infesting Long Beach, California.
"Backstage in Quest to be Miss America," Life, 16 September 1957,
32-33.
Ryan, "There She Is, Miss America," 74. The chaperons also edited
the contestants' dealings with the press. One conversation went as
follows:
"I'm sorry I'm sweating so much," one of this year's
contestants remarked to a reporter.
"I've just finished
practicing my dance routine."
"Sweat is not a proper word," her hostess chided.
"I'm sorry I'm perspiring," the girl said, trying to repair
the wrong.
"Miss Americas do not perspire," the hostess said sternly.
201. Ryan, "There She Is, Miss America," 77.
202. "Backstage in Quest to be Miss America," Life r 16 September
1957, 33.
203. "Life Visits
August 1949, 92.

a

Suffering

but

Victorious

Queen,"

Life. 29

204. "The winner, a rival in black and some ribroast ribbing,"
Life, 20 September 1968, 91-92.
205. "Something For The Boys," Ebony. August 1968, 130-134.
206. "New Trend Toward Black Beauties," Ebony f December 1967, 164.
207. Jet, 15 November 1951, 18.
Jet, 32-39.

"What Happens to Beauty Queens,"

208. "Ten Queens for Jamaica," Life, 20 February 1956, 12-13. The
winners were thus described:
Miss Ebony (black); Miss Mahogany
(cocoa brown); Miss Satinwood (coffee and milk); Miss Allspice
(partly East Asian); Miss Sandalwood (pure East Asian); Miss Golden
Apple (peaches and cream); Miss Jasmine (partly Chinese); Miss
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Pomegranate (swarthy white); Miss Lotus (pure Chinese); and Miss
Appleblossom (fair white).
Ebony. September 1962, 23-26.
Early in the next decade, an
African-American beauty contestant triumphed over white women.
Upon winning, she claimed, "I didn't do it for myself but for my
people.11
209. "Life Visits a Suffering but Victorious Queen," 92-94.
210. "Negro Girl in 'Miss America' Race," Ebony. July 1965, 70-72.
"Brown Beauty with Courage," Ebony. October 1966, 102.
211. Ryan, "There She Is, Miss America," 78.
212. "What Happens to Beauty Queens?" 32-39.
213. "All the Miss Americas,
1959, 87-97.

Then and Now,"

Life. 28 September

214. Ryan, "There She Is, Miss America," 78.
215. Ironically, the fashion industry is at odds with supposedly
exotic women of some non-western cultures who do not conceal their
breasts.
216. Newsweek. 6 July 1964, 72-73.
217. Shana Alexander, "Fashion's Best Joke on Itself in Years,"
Life. 10 July 1964, 58.
218. Newsweek, 6 July 1964, 72-73.
219. Barry, "How Did Photographers," 138. Rose McWilliams, a 20year-old model, wore the topless suit for an hour on a Los Angeles
beach before she was arrested.
Because nobody on the beach
appeared outraged by McWilliams' act of indecency, she was not
charged.
In its 12 March 1965 issue, Time reported that a 21-year-old
topless woman playing ping-pong on a Cannes beach was charged with
"an outrage to public decency."
First slapped with a $200 fine,
the decision was eventually reversed.
220. William Tuohy, "Monokinis: 'A Sunburned Breast Can Be Very
Painful Indeed," Washington Post, 30 July 1972, pp. 13, 18 (L).
221. Nina S. Hyde, "From Prophecy to Profits," Washington Post, 3
October 1974, pp. 1, 9-10 (B).
Gernreich saw "men and women...
approaching nudity on the beach [and] dressing in a totally covered
and anonymous way for the street."
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222. Priscilla Tucker, "Remembering Rudi Gernreich," Details. June
1985.
22 3. "Bare Coverage," Washington Post. 21 November 1974, 9.
Hyde, "From Prophecy To Profits," pp. 1, 9-10 (B).
"Rudi Gernreich (1922-1985)," Washington Post. April 1985.
Joel Lobenthal, Radical Rags:
Fashions of the Sixties (New York:
Abbeville Publishers, 1990) 116-125.
Priscilla Tucker, "Remembering Rudi Gernreich," Details. June 1985.
In 1985, outside the realm of this study, Gernreich again shocked
designers with a poorly-publicized pubikini. A topless suit with
a black thong bottom, this suit forms a frontal V to expose most of
the genital area. The pubic hair of the pubikini model was shaved
in a geometric shape and dyed green, while her nipples were
abstractly painted.
224. Newsweek, 6 July 1964, 73.
225. John O'Neill, Five Bodies: The Human Shape of Modern Society
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1985) 16, 21, 48-51.
226. Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of the Concepts
of Pollution and Taboo (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1966) 17.
2 27. Claude Levi-Strauss, Totemism. trans. Rodney Needham (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1963) 1-17.
From a western standpoint, different
forms of taboo partly serve to separate the "civilized" from
"primitive" cultures, a common anthropological practice up through
the early twentieth century.
228. Kenneth Clark, The Nude:
Doubleday, 1956.)
229. Anne Hollander,
Press, 1978 .)

A Study in Ideal Form (New York:

Seeing Through Clothes

(New York:

Viking

230. Naomi Wolf, The Beauty Myth:
How Images of Beauty are Used
Against Women (New York: Morrow, 1991) 1-10, 70.
231. Susan Brownmiller, femininity (New York:

Ballantine, 1984) 1-

6.

232. Brownmiller, femininity. 154, 45.
233. Douglas, Purity and Danger. 5.
234. Shana Alexander,
1965, 33.

"So now I own a net bikini," Life r 7 May
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